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This is an era of slogans and catch phrases on d we at Crown Radio are rather proud of our
particular slogan.
II

KEEP 1 EM LISTENING"

\

It sums up the whole function

If you have any service probCROWN RADIO
COMPONENTS
INCLUDE:

of radio, a most important service at any time -

doubly so

tial Service and should be utilised to the fullest extent by

for an all-out war effort. We
at Crown Radio are doing our

help the Radio Serviceman by keep-

parts on our distributors' shelves.
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The Reliable Line Obtainable
from
all
Authorised Distributors.

2

convenient, contact one of our
Authorised

Distributors

who

likewise be most helpful.

traditional sentiments
of Goodwill, we would
'l ike to take this opportunity of expressing
our
grateful
thanks to all our good
friends who have supported us during the
last twelve months,
a•nd to hope that the
coming year will be
the commencement o'f
a new era in which
Peace and Prosperity
will go hand in hand.

---

All the Best!
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viceman, can assist our country by

-

"KEEP 'EM LISTENING"
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Crown Dual Wave Unit, frequency range ·
1600-550 K.C. and 13-42 Metres. Price, 29/6

Crown W'1

IS:bll•~1_14·&...U..'W1--«1-.
54-53 MYARAY STREET
f'YltMONT - SYDNEY
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every assistance, or if more .
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-

Crown Edglit Dial, friction driven. Price, 24/-

be most happy to give you

:................................................. : It is only by close co-operation
that we-Crown Radio, our AuthorAs the festive season -- draws
,
near, with its - ised Distributors and you, Mr. Ser-

best under great difficulties to

of component

dressed envelope and we shall

Tuning Un its (with and
without R.F. Stage) . Dia Is
(Edglit and Celluloid) .
Trimmers . Podders. Voltage Dividers. 'W .W. Resistors .

those who emphasise the need

'!. constant supply

Radio enclosing a stamped ad-

B/ C coils " Permotune"
or Air Core . S/ W coils
" Permotune" or Air Core.
1.F. Trdnsformers "Permotune" ·or Air Core,
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EDITORIAL
It is indeed sad that there should be those i amongst us who, in stead of helping the war effort, are wrangling and wire-pulling
with a view to ga in ing for themselves a monopoly of ·the radio repair
business.
We refer, of course, to the proposed scheme to allow component
ports to be sold only to registered radio repairmen.
Now is the t ime for every radio man, whether professional technician or boy novice, to do everything possible to keep radio sets.
in good operating condition.
If tha radio repair men like to get together to form a trade union,
the move will be welcome. If the lofty ideals usually mentioned at
the time of application for registration of such a union are kept i,ri
mind the radio repairmen will have ample scope for organisation
without attempting to arrange a ban on the sale of components, or
in any other way interfere with the freedom of any individual to repair his own set if he happens to hove the necessary technical
knowledge.
It is not a heck of a long time since there wasn't a radio repairman in the who le of Australia. Anybody who wonted to hove a radio
set in those days had to build themselves a c,rystal set. Since then
thousands of amateurs have built their own sets. These thousands are still with us, and only a small percentage ore actively employed as radio repairmen. They have the k(lowledge necessary to
1: ut their spore time to "k~ep 'em listening" .
It is ridiculous to suggest that they _be denied the necessary ports.
Page 3

PARTS may be hard to getbut they make construction easy!
• Accurately built coils ond components - because
they ensure perfect test set results every time-make
construction easy. That's why you'll find it worthwhile going to a little extra trouble ta get genuine
R.C.S. Trolitul coils and components for the set circu it given in this issue. Precision-built to extreme
Iimits, they measure up to the most exacting
standards.

R.C.S. TROLITUL BROADCAST COILS
These coils are available in both Air Core
and Permeability tuned types. The latter
are adjusted to ensure maximum efficiency
in our laboratories.
E342
E343
E344

AIR CORE "H" GANG
Aerial
R.F.
Osc.

6/6
6/6
6/6

PERM. TUNED "H" GANG
E345 Aerial
E346 R.F.
E347 Osc.

8/6
8/6
8/6

T.R.F. TYPE-AIR CORE
T88 Aerial
T89 R.F.
T87 R.F. with reaction
T81 Reinartz

6/6
6/6
6/6
6/6

R.C.S. AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
Long experience in the production

of

highly

efficient transformersJ

combined with extensive research

into raw materials and design,
has resulted in the production of
an audio transformer of excellent
performance and

R.C.S. DIALS
Types DA 1 and DA2 are single glass dual-wave, the
type DA2 having been designed especially for use with
the five-Band Communications Coil Kit and "H'' type
condenser. Type DA 1 is a standard dual-wave dial for
use with R.C.S. coils and "f" type condenser. The
DA-5 dial is for use on the 1600 to 550 k.c. and 13.7
to 40 metre bands, with "H" type condenser. All this
series is edge-lit and wedge-driven . Aperture for the
escutcheon is ·approximately 7" x 4-7 /8."
DA I-Standard D/W Dial, "F" condenser
DA2-Communications Dial
DA-5-13.7 to 40 metres D/W condenser
DA-6 Mantel Set Dial, D/W "H" gang
DA-7 Portable Kit Dial D/W "H" gang
DA-8 Same as DA- 7 but ready a5'embled

complete relia-

Cat.
TA 1

R.C.S.
C 0 IL S
FEATURE
THE
UNIQUE TROLlTUL METHOD OF
CONSTRUCTION

R.C.S, Products Are Obtainable Only Through These Distributors:
SYDNEY: Bloch Cr Gerber - Martin do
Launay - Fox Cr MacGillycuddy Lawrence Cr Hanson Electrical John Martin - Radio Equipment Radio House - United Radio Distributors - Homecrafts Ltd.
ADELAIDE: Gerard Cr Goodman - A.
G. Healing-Newton, Mclaren Ltd.
DO NOT WRITE DIRECT TO -

BRISBANE:
Chandler's -Trackson's
- Homecrafts.
TAS:MANIA: W. Cr G. Genders, Launcesto·n - W. Cr G. Genders, Hobart
- W. Cr G. Genders, Bu•nie.
MELBOURNE: A. J. Vealls-Homecrafts
- Hartlev's.
WEST AUSTRALIA: Carlyle Ct Co., Perth

R.C.S. RAD I 0 PTY. LTD.,
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9/13/6

R.C.S. PERM.
TUNED l.F.'s

bility.
No.
Retail Price
Audio Choke, bakelite
case
18/6
TM 1 Modulation Transformer power
35/TB4 Single Input "A" Class,
bakelite
20/TB5 Push-pull "A" Class,
bakelite case
21/TB6-"B" Class
TB6 Input "B" Class, bakelite case
18/6
TB35 "A" Class High Fidelity, steel case
67/7
TB36 "B" Class Input High Fidelity, steel case
67/6
TB37 '"AB" Class, bake lite
28/6

22/6
22/6
22/6
18/9

SYDNEY
N.S.W-

The new R.C.S.
permeability tuned
l.F.'s
a re
wound on special
Trolitul
formers
into which are ·inserted
the
adj u s t a b Ie
iron
c o r e s. T h e s e
R.C.S. permeability-tuned
l.F.'s
ore the most dependable and efficient l.F.'s it it
possible to produce. They should
be used wenever
the optimum in
results is required .
When three l.F.'s
are used:
I Fl 64 1st
13/9
I Fl 64 2nd
13/9
IF163 3rd . 13/9
465 K.C. l.f.'s
IF166 1st
7/6
I Fl 67 2nd
7 /6
Air Core 175 K.C.
1 E68 1st
7/6
1 E69 2nd
7/6
IF162
465 K.C. l.F.'s

When two 1.F.'s
are used:
IF162 1st
IF163 2nd

13/9
13/9
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INTER. SWITCH FOR FIDE LIT~
FURTHER DETAILS OF A
SUPER-QUALITY DUAL-WAVE
DESIGN

I

N la st month's issue we gave details
oi the audio end of a particularly
fine receiver design, which we
came across recently in Melbourne
Designed by a prominent dentist,
whose hobby is the scientific study of
radio, this receiver embodies a happy
combination of the orthodox and the
novel.
As promised, we now offer the circuit of the tuner end of this receiver
together with photographs to reveal
the layout and general arrangement.
At the moment there is a shortage
of certain components, but we do not
think that the fact will in any way detract from the interest in this article,
as a great many of the components re ..
quired are to be found in existing sets,
meaning that with a bit of work and
only a few extra components .it will
b~come po8sible to convert an ordinary
set into a really hot-stuff one like
this job.

The Amplifier .
As detailed in last month's issue,
the audio end of the set has been designed by a man who has devoted a
lot of time to the pursuit of realism
in record reproduction. The tuner has
been added to give the set greater
scope and has been designed so that

A view of the underside, showing the wiring.

The

Austro·~osion

A photograph of the tuner and amplifier. The power unit is built on to the speaker

base as shown in the O•ctober issue.

the fullest benefit of high gain can be there is sufficient to allow the full
obtained for the reception of overseas power capabilities. of the amplifier to
short-wave stations, yet by the throw be rendered from the normal .o utput
of a switch the intermediate stage is of the average gramophone pick-up.
eliminated, the selectivity broadened
However,, so much for the amplifier.
and reception from the local station~
Those who want to read the full debecomes well-nigh ideal.
tails of the design and the reasons for
The main feature of the amplifier
is the use of a resistance-coupled l!ili ~::i rnllllllllllltlllllllllllllClllllllllllllCllllllllli\llClllllll\lllllCllllllll
push-pull arrangement with inverse
Receiver Design by
teed back.
Normally inverse feedback is used
H. W. L. HUNT,
only with beam power valves to try
Mont Albert, Vic.
and do something about cutting down
the harmonic distortion which would
otherwise make itself ob.iectionable. . :i111111111111ci111111111111crn1111111111ci111111111111n111111111111ci111111111111rn:
In this amplifier inverse feedback is
fitted, although by no means essential. the particular choice of valve types
Norrna.lly an amplifier of this type can read the designer's story in last
would be considered near enough to month's issue. Now for the tuner.
perfect without the use of feedback.
The Tuner
It has been fitted so that the last fraction of harmonic distortion is removed,
In
the
words
of the designer: "The
a nd at the same time the frequency
response is flattened to a perfect tuning portion consists of dual-wave
kit with an r.f. stage. The circuit is
characteristic.
The addition of the inverse feedback quite orthodox and any of t he popular
means that the overall gain of th3 types of coil units are suitable. An
audio end is cut back a bit,. but this H.C.S. unit was fitted in the original,
is not a factor worth worrying about, but the circuit arrangement is quite
as there is still ample audio gain left suitable for other brands of units, such
for all practical purposes. On radio as the Grown, Radiokes and Brittanie
there is sufficient gain for effective lines. Although there may be some
(Continued on next poge)
short-wave reception and on pick-up
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Poge 5

DUAL-WAVE SET
(Continued from page 5)

difficulty in buying coil kits of this
type at the moment there must be
hundreds of them about in good condition.
Although orthodox, the circuit. e_mbodies one or two refinements which
are worthy of comment. A tuning indicator is included in the circuit,, and
has been arranged with an audio filter in .the grid circuit, consisting of
a 2 megohm resistor and a capacity of
.05 microfarads.
Bias Arrangement

TUNE.R.

Bias for the r.f. stages and for the
proper operation of the delayed. automatic volume control system is obtained by picking off a steady bias
voltage of three or four volts from
the main biassing resistor of the
original amplifier. Instead of the 345
ohm resistor shown in the circuit diagram as published, this resistance is
made up of two separate resistors,
one of 320 ohms and the other 25
ohms. The 25 ohm resistor is fitted on
the "earth" side, and a lead taken
away from the junction of the two resistors. This provides a steady potential of three or four volts negative, or
thereabouts, and it is taken up to the
tuner end of the set for the biassing
all the valves up there."
-

bl H.W.L. Hv~t .

Schematic diagram of the tuner po•rtion of the s·uper-quality dual-wave receiver .

onable to find that the detector circuit
design has received especial attention
by .Mr. Hunt, who says: "The di~de
load consists of two resistors with
low value by-pass condensers. The
25 000 ohm resistor acts as an r.f.
filter, and at the junction with the
200 000 ohm resistor, the audio output' is taken and fed to the amplifier
through a suitable coupling condenser. The value of the diode load resistors is kept low, so that the a.c.
loading of the volume control is approximately five times the value of
The Detector
the l.oad resistances, thereby very
Since the audio and tuner portions considerably lowering the distortion
of the set are both designed for due to the a.c. loading of the diode
super-quality reception it is only reas- detector.

~

I

~ s.... .,,, I
F.C

Circuit of the oudio end and the power supply. Two resistors are required to: make UP! the
345 ohm bias resistor, as detailed in the article.

Poge 6

Incidentally, the .5 megohm volume
control. shown for the amplifier in
last month's issue should be replaced
with one of 1 megohm resistance
when the amplifier is used with a
diode detector as mentioned above."
The L-0cai1' Station Switch
Compared with DX reception of
either distant broadcasting- stations,
o>:" overseas short-wave stations,
there are quite different conditions
pertaining to the reception of local
broadca~ting
stations,
especiallly
when super-quality reproduction is to
be attained.
As Mr. Hunt put it:
"The signal strength is much greater
so that less amplification is required,
vet it is not efficient to over-control
the gain of the individual valves. The
local stations being well spread across
t "e hand. the matter of extreme selectivity is not important, so that we
have an opportunity of attempting to
obtain a degree of high fidelity according- to the hi-fi quality existing in
the actual transmission being received, which may or may not be evident by its absence, according to the
station being tuned, the particular
mike or pick-up they are using, and,
of course, the quality of t he recording
or the artist or orchestra!
Obtaining high fidelity in the tuning is mainly a matter of having the
tuning broad enough to ensure that
the higher audio frequencies will not
bQ C1ttenuated in the i.f. channel,
whether .this be clue to side-band cut1in~:, as normally accepted, or for
l'easons "a la Straede."
The point is,however,that by fitting
a switching system as shown in the
circuit diagram, we achieve a happy
solution to a ll the problems listed
above. 'The gain is cut down nicely,
selectivity is broadened to a convenient degree and there seems to be not
the slightest reason why the scheme
(Continued on page 26)
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AUSSIE NEWS FOR U.S. LISTENERS
I

N Sydney, to keep U.S, listeners
abreast of events in the SouthWest Pacifiic:Golumbia Broadcasting System has
WiUiam J. Dunn.
Mutual Broadcasting System has
·Frank J. Cuhel.
National Broadcastin,g Company has
Sydney Albright and George Foister.
Together they hold their home audiences fo.r 130 minutes a week through
the use of the three major networks,
which, according to investigation,
means that war news from the Anzac
Area is taken by 40,000,000 Americans each day, each week.
World Round-up
As part of the world news round-up
put on the American air for 15 minutes morning and evening, at the
peak listening periods (7.30 p.m. and
7.45 a.m. U.S time), Sydney enters
the news spotlight in company with
Ankara, London, Honolulu, Wellin,gton, Iceland and points in South
America. Three minutes is the usual
timP, allotment to each correspondent.
Whether he goes on the air or not depends upon what he has to contribute
to knowledg·e of world events.
The value to Australia of this participation in American radio cannot
be assessed yet, for it is making our
cousins across the Pacific mindful of
Australia as never before. It must influence business men to invest, and
settlers to come here as never before
-once the Japs have been crushed.

Directly George Foister hears 'Go ahead' from San Francisca in his earphone, he flicks
f'he switch which opens his micropho•ne into the Columbia-Maine N.B.C. Nefwork.

We can, however, estimate what it
would cost Australia in peace-time to
sponsor 130 minutes a week on the
li .S. air. At current network advertising rates this amounts to £15,0·00 for
time only!
When William Dunn signs on as
from Australia, or when Frank Cuhel
signs off of as from Australia-that
is the finest indirect advertising. The
war news is the holding medium which
in peace-time presumably would be
drama or music, or talks.
Groundwork in Sydney

From o little room under thot tall lattice-work
A. W.A. t o wer, the Correspondents of America's
three chief

radio networks keep our trans-

Pocific allies abreast of war in the An%ac
area.

From a studio under that ta!l laticework A.W.A. tower, which rises high
above Sydney, morning and night,
word goes to ·American listeners. Our
engineers have found working smooth,
due to the split-second efficiency of the
U.S. networks. A week ahead cables
convey allocations to correspondents,
timed even to a second.
As example:"Dunn to G.B.S. September 27,
130125-130344."
This acceptance time by San Francicsco, being sent in G.M.T., was converted to our daylight saving timethus: "Dunn to C.B.S., September 28,
000125-000344."
Deciphered, it means that Dunn
went t0; the short-wave microphone in
Sydney for a newscast to San Francisco at one minute, twentyfive seconds
after midnight on Sunday, Septerri'ber
27, and went off the air at three minutes fourty-four seconds on Monday
morning, September 28. Nothing· slipshod in this system!

George Foister, who· partners Sydney Albright for N.B.C., prepared the
.groundwork for his fellow correspondents. The P.M.G.'s Department, and
A.W.A., arranged transmitting and
studio facilities in Sydney.
The code letters N.B.C for America's
great network- National Broadcasting
Company-can give the impression to
anyone not used to American radio
that it possessed a set-up similar to
our own A.B.C. This is not the case. .
Standard Time
All radio stations in, the U.S. are pri.
.
.
vately owned and privately operated.
Greenwich time is us~d throughout
There are no two grades-"A" class the worl_d by U.S. stati?ns so a:s to
and " B" class stations, as here.
s~andardise when far distall:t microTherefore, what is brought over the p110nes ar~ to be opened: Stat10ns conArnerican air to· the Americans is vert q-.M.T. to local. time for home
voluntarily offered to their ears as operat10n, bu~ as radio waves trav:eI
part of a high class service which at 186,000 miles a second, there is,
American commercial stations render o.f course, no allowanc_e for. lag. The
their listeners in a high degree of new~caster prepares ~us script,. by a
competition and in unending lust to special stop-clock, which A.W.A. proserve.
(Continued on next page)
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AUSSIE NEWS

1

i (Continued
I

1

from page 7)

vides to occupy exactly the time ai-

l lotted. He sits in the st\'dio wearing

' headphones, through which he hears
San Francisco's "go ahead." When
that is heard he starts the stop-clock
and to speak simultaneously. Watching this towards the end of the period ,
he adjusts his speed so that he finishes
in time to halt the stop-clock to the
second when it should. Since 200
stations at a time take news or comments from Sydney , there has to be
merciless finality in this cutting off,
for overtime is unthinkable on the
U.S. air.

o~

From A.W.A. studio the voice goes
through the control panel where an
operator watches the needles and adjusts the voice to the correct level. At
the same time, he listens to the voice ,
from a loud-speaker beside the panel,
and makes further adjustments to
bring out the quality.
From A.W.A. a landlirie takes the
product to the P .M.G.'s local test office where it is brought to the right
level for transmission. Thence it is
again landlined to the transmitter.
When San Francisco receives the
voice it is landlined to the transmitters of the coast-to-coast network.
In every circuit there is inherent noise
and the volume of the signal , such a s
the human voice, which is imposed.
By combining these two factors the
U.S. network terminal studio engineers decide the numerical reception
scale, which they report, eventually ,
to A.W.A.
Reception clarity is classified thus:
1
2
3
4
5

means no reception.
means bad reception.
means fair reception.
means good reception.
means excellent reception.
+ means better than the clarity it
qualifies.
Thus, 4+ means between good and
excellent.
For private radiophone conversations which, of course, is the same
technical set-up as the War Correspondents, an ordinary subscriber's
telephone set is used. But to develop
the clarity and high quality necessary
for rebroadcasting· in the U.S., A.W.A.
has installed a special microphone to
enable listeners across the Pacific to
obtain maximum results from their
correspondents in Australia. The
P.M.G.'s Department, being in control
of the whole box and dice of International radiophone and short-wave
facilities, allocates circuits to correspondents.
~~~~~~~~~~~~
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INTERESTING IDEAS IN CIRCUITS
Boosting Superhet
Many small superheterodynes,, especially those without an intermediate frequency stage, are somewhat
Jacking in gain. This means that reception of' all local stations may be
difficult if the set: is used out of the
metropolitan area, and if the aerial
is on the short side.
To overcome this lack of sensitivity, a small amount of reactio? (or
positive feedback) may be app!Jed to
the converter valve, the I.F. valve (if
any) or the second detector,
. Reaction on the converter valve is
usually very efficient in improving
image rejection,. but makes alignment
more difficult.
The easiest way of applying reaction, if there is an I.F. stage, is to
couple the anodes of the converter
and I.F. valves by a small capacity
condenser, such as a "Gimmick" (an
insulated wire with each end wrapped
once or twice around each anode lead).
Don't overdo the capacity coupling
or you'll have a really nasty whistle
on each side of every station. If the
gimmick coupling condenser is too
larg·e, even with only one turn at each
end, twist the middle section of. the
insulated wire two or three times
around an earth wire, thus bypassing
part of the feedback signal.
Short-wave enthusiasts may find
this tip of great help, but remember
not to overdo it. A small amount of realignment may be necessary and after
re-aligning, it may be found that the
reaction can be reduced somewhat.
Reaction on the second detector
(unless a diode) can be obtained in a
similar way, although a better result
can be obtained by using a special
I.F. transformer with a third (reaction) winding of about a dozen
turns.

Improved Overload
Almost every amplifier is driven
right to the limit on the loud peaks
and the performance of the amplifier
on these peaks is' of the greatest im-

l.ff.iOet.
To
A.
B+

8+

o:agram show:ng how to increase the range
cf a superhet by fitting reaction to the inter-

mediate stage.

C.

:B-+

300V:

Circuit for Clas1 AB2 operation without the use of a special input transformer.

Inverse feedback means the feedportance. There are several ways of
making the distortion on overload ing back from the output to the inmore bearable, and these are discussed put, a small fraction of the output
signal so as to oppose the input
here.
signal. This "inverse" or "negative"
feedback reduces the gain, but it reduces the distortion. at the same time.
Various ways of obtaining inverse
IN THIS ISSUE:
feedback have been shown in this
(a) Boosting Superhet by
series of articles from time to time,
so they will not be listed here. In the
reaction.
circuit, there is given a very simple
anrl effective method.
·
( b) Imp roving overload
Restricted frequency response alcharacteristics
lows more -e ffective power output for
( c) Class AB2 operation without two reasons-it reduces the load on
the output · stage by reducing the
a transformer.
the amount of work it has to do, i.e.,
eliminating some of the almost in( d) Using Cathode ray tuning by
audible lows and some of the highs
indicator.
(which contain much of any distortion produced)-secondly a restricted
frequency response reduces the possibilities of combination tones and
Grid current distortion, due to the cross-modulation, which are the real
complexity it introduces into the wa.ve
form is probably the worst, and its
elimination will be considered first,
By
There are two way of dealing with
it: firstly, the bias can be slightly inJ.
W.
STRAEDE,
B.Sc., A.M.l.R.E.
creased, although this means distortion duel to the valve being driven be7 Adeline Street, Preston, Vic.
yond cut-off. However, that is not
quite so bad, especially in push-puL
output stages. Secondly: The grid circuit of the output tube can be fitted sources of distasteful distortion. The
with a "stopper" of about 100,000 circuit accompanying this article
ohms so that any grid current pro- shows how the very very lows and
duces a negative grid voltage tend- the very very highs have been reduced
ing to prevent grid current.
so that a balanced response is still
All types of wave form distortion obtained. This is particularly useful in
can be reduced by using inverse feed- record reproduction.
back and by restricting the frequency
(Continued on next page)
response.
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IDEAS IN CIRCUITS

for the output tubes and distortion is
decreased by the application of inverse feedback from the voice coil to
the first driver valve. With self-bias
the output is limited, but is greate;
with AB2 than with ABl operation.

(Continued from page 9)

Transformers AB2 Operation

to know

Once upon a time push-pull operation of output valves _c ould only be obtained by using a transformer with
a centre-tapped secondary.

\n

ttod\o"

The came the use of phase inverter
and phase-splitter valves, so that resistance capacity coupling could eb
used for valves working in class Al,
or ciass ABl;(the numerical suffix indicates that there is no flow of grid
current). The replacement of the
transformer by a valve led to improved fidelity at lower cost.
;However, when AB2 operation was
·desired (to obtain greater power), th 2
resistance coupling was of no use, as
AB2 operation demands a low impedance in the gird circuit. The reason
for this, is that the flow of grid current across this impedance, or resistance, develops a negative grid volta~·e changing the grid bias away from
the optimum value.
The problem is to obtain push-pull
coupling by valves without introducing a high impedance into the circuit
.and is solved by using a pair of driver
valves and cathode coupling them to
the output tubes. To save using a
further valve as phase-changer, the
driver tubes can be tetrodes and ore
valve can be driven from the screen
of the other (this has been discussed

Type
DWD-9
DIAL

3" x 3"
Walnut
Esc.utcheo·n

·5

9/-

,ooa

·IS

RADIOKES
BROADCAST

·ZS

·25

COIL

.,..

450

Radiokes
Broadcast Coil,
trolitul rigid

c o n struction
av o i la ble in
air-cored

and

p e r meability
types.
Types

A.C.B.,
Aer.,
R.F. or Osc.
List Price, 6/6

AVAILABLE FROM ALL LEADING STORES

RADIOKES Pty. Ltd.
P.O. Box 90
BROADWAY
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Circuit of normal audio end, but wittl changed
component values to give improved overload
characteristics.

in a past issue of "Ideas in Circuits."
The grids of the output tubes are
positive with respect to the chassis
by the voltage at the cathodes of the
drivers and this is compensated for by
giving the output tube cathodes
positive voltage equal to this voltage
together with the correct bias voltage.

a

C.R. Tuning Indicator
Sets of high selectivity require accurate tuning for best tonal quality.
Slight detuning means a reduction in
the bass response and an increase in
the harmonic content of the higher
notes.
To make accurate tuning possible in

""~":~

"·"'~·'"*
fol. f./.

11.V.t_ •OS

8+

D

IS0·25.0•.

Diagram of the connectic,ns for a cathode-ray
tuning indicator (magic eye).
·

selective receivers, it is common to
connect a cathode-ray tuning indicator
or "magic eye" tube so that the operator knows when the tuning' is correct.
Examples of tuning indicator tubes
are the 6.E5, 6G5 and 6U5. Each consists of a small triode directly coupled
to one element' of a miniature cathode
ray tube in the top of the bulb. The
target of the cathode ray tube is
positively charged (so that. it will attract the negative electrons from the
cathode) and is coated with a material
that produces a green fluorescence
when bombarded by. the electrons. The
area of the target bombarded is controlled by a smalL electrode connected
to the anode of the triode. This electrode is positive with respect to the
cathode, but negative with respect to
the anode.
In connecting the tube, the cathode
maJC be earthed, the target connected
to the high-tension supply, the triode
anode connected to the h.t. supply via
a _72-megohm resistor and the input
gnd connected to the A.V.C. line. The
voltage of the latter varies with signal strength. This variation is amplified by the triode and indicatej 0:1
the target.

The circuit shown is a very simple
one- more complex ones are someImproved balance is obtained by not times used, to obtain increased sensibypassing the common bias resistor tivity.
The Australasian Radio World, December, I 942

ADDED RANGE FOR BATTERY SETS

/I CT ~-----R.fc.

How to embody a simple reflex
arrangement to boost the signal
strength.

7

A

N interesting" little circuit arrangement came to light in the
Query Service the other day, being sent in by a reader in Queensland who built it up a couple of years
ago and is obtaining' splendid results
with it.
The idea seems to be applicable to
almost any two valve set using a pentode output valve. We know that there
must be thousands of these sets
amongst our readers and in every case
it should be well worth tryin,g this
little stunt, as the only extra parts
required are a couple of mica condensers and one grid leak. In every
case the value is not critical.

ooozsl

c____J
odozs
p

At

A+

c-

B-t

The Scheme..
In a nutshell, 'the idea is to use the
output pentode as an amplifier for
the original signal as received from
the aerial, as! well as an audio ampliner in the ordinary way.
The input to the grid of the output
pentode from the aerial lead-in is not
tuned, but the normal type ,of tuning
circuit gives a certain amount of selectivity.
The output valve, when of the pentode type, makes a fairly good r.f. amplifier, so that 'the circuit should give
a considerably better performance
than the normal two-valver.
Operation.
The circuit is easy to g·et into operation as the; first step is to obtain normal results with the circuit arranged
in the conventional
way with
the aerial on to the a e r i a 1
When the set is
coil winding.
operating· properly the aerial is then
switched to the grid of the output
valve and the aerial coil winding connected up to the plate through the
mica condenser. The r.f. chokes are
then inserted in the proper positions
to keep the r.f. out of the audio transformer and out of the speaker windings, and divert it back to the detector
circuit.
Oscillation
As is to be expected with any hig·hgain circuit, and especially one with
reflexing, there is every possibility of
instability being encountered. In a bad
case this might mean that the set will
burst into a squeal before even normal
gain can be obtained. Such troubles,
however, should be fairly easy to cure
and when the cure has been effected,

The output pentode of almosi any battery set can be 1;sed to amplify the signal before
it is applied to the aeria~ coil, as shown i'n thi& diagram.

the improvement in performance
should be well worth while. Lay-out
can be expected to be a big factor in
getting stability. The lead which carries t he r.f. back from t he plate oi'
the output valve. to the coil will need
to be kept clear of the aerial lead-in
and the audio transformer, in fact,
clear of all the wiring associated with
the grid circuit.

Application.

The idea can be applied to practically any eircuit where a pentode output valve is used, in fact it might
even be possible to apply it to a big
superhet. The thought opens up a
wide field for experiments. The whole
secret of success with the scheme is
to keep the r.f. signal confined to the
output valve by using effective r.f.
The r.f. chokes will need to be kept chokes to give the necessary isolawell apart, with a spacing between tion.
them of at least three inches.
The r.f. chokes will need to be efThe audio transformer will need to fective over a wide range of signal
be kept well clear of the coil and of frequencies, since there is no tuning
the r.f . chokes, as otherwise r.f. may associated with the aerial circuit. Conbe picked up inductively and thereby sequently the output pentode will be
complete the feedback circuit neces- called up to amplify every signal resary to spoil performance by making ceived by the aerial. It might be exregeneration uncontrollable.
pected that this extra work for the
output valve might detract from its
.ability to handle full audio power.
This may be so to a certain degree,
but the effect is not serious. Even with
RADIO ENG'INEERS'
90 volts high tension it is to be exEXAMINATIO~
pected t hat sufficient power will still
available for satisfactory speaker
The Institution of Radio Engineers be
results.
(Australia) will be holding its halfyearly examination for admission to
Performance.
the Associate Member and Graduate
grades, and the Radio Service Techthis circuit operating· properly
nicians examination for the Service it With
would be reasonable to expect a
Division of the Institution, on Satur- considerable
gain in sensitivity, thereday, February 6, 1943.
by giving the set ext ra range. On the
Intending candidates are invited to other hand the selectivity would not
apply to the Head Office, The Insti- be improved, in fact it might be even
tution of Radio Engineers (Australia) below normal. Therefore the suggestion should appeal mostly to the disBox 3120, G.P.O., Sydney.
tant listener whose nearest station is
•4444444444444444444444444i at least twenty miles away.
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A DICTIONARY OF RADIO TERMS
A.C.- Alternating Current. An electric current rapidly chan:ging ir direction and strength.
ACCUMULATOR.- / , device for storing electricity. The m·ost common type consists of a
glass or composition container in which is

titted two sets of plates immersed in a dilute
sulphuric acid cal led the electrolyte.
ADAPTER, S.W.-- A set designed to receive

short wave stations and connect to a broadcast receiver for further aud io amplification.
AEO LIGHT.-A lamp used for the recording
of sound on motion picture f i lms.
AERIAL- A conductor used for the transmi~sion and reception of wireless waves. The
go:den rule to follow be:ng to have the aerial
as high and a• clear of all earthed -0bjects as
possibe. ,An overall length of 70 feet may be
ccnsid.ere~

ample for modern receivers.
AF.RIAL, INVERTED L-This type of aerial
con•,ists of a fl<Jt top portion with a vertica I
teed in from one end.
AERIAL T-This is similar to above, but with
the lead in brought down from the centre.
A •ERIAL UMBRELLA-This type consists of
a centre support with wires extending radially
from it, thus giving an umbrella-like appear-

ance.

AERIAL LOOP- This consists of one or more
turns of wire wound on a frame, which may
be rotated, as this type is decidedly directional.
AM:METER-An instrument for measurincJ in
amperes the flow of current in a circuit.
ALTERNATOR- A machine designed for the
production of alternating current.
AMPERE- The standard unit used in measurring of an electric current and is the current which will flow through a resistance of
l ohm at a pressuTe of l vo lt.
AMPERE HOUR-This is the quantity of
e lectricity which posses when a current of
one ampere flows for one hour. The capacity
of an accumulat·or is generally stated in this
unit and is found by multiplying the rate
of discharge in amps by the number of hours
for which it is delivered.
AMPLIFICATION FACTOR- The ratio be - ·
tween the change in plate voltage to change
in grid volta1ge for a given value of plate
current
AMPLIFIER, AUDIO-The stages fol!owing
the detector in a receiver to enable the audio
signal to be amp I ified suffic iently to operate
the speaker.
A:MPLIFIER,
RADIO
FREQUENCY-The
stages in a set designed to amplify the incoming R.F. signal before detection.
AMPLIFIER, CLASS A - An amplifier whose
plate output waveform is the same as that
of the applied grid voltage is termed class
A, Tubes used for such work are biased
so that the signal volta,ge is applied to the
centre of the flat portion of the tube's characteristic curve, plate current flowing throughout the entire cycle.
AMPLIFIER CLASS B-An amplifier in which
the grid bias is equal to cut-off value so that
with no signal applied to the grid the plate
current is z ero or nearly so, is called class
"B", For audio purposes two tubes must be
used in push pull, the tubes operating for
a lternate hal f-cyc l es.
AMPLIFIER, CLASS C- A n amplifier in
which the grid bias is considerably in excess
of cut-off value, possibly two to four times.
This, however, is useful mainly in transmitting
apparatus as it al lows the tubes to be operated
very efficiently, but due to the distorted wave form is u seless for audio purposes.
ANODE-The plate of a vacuum tube. In a
cell the electrode from wh ich the electricity
enters the electrolyte.
ANTENNA- See Aerial.
APERIODIC- A non- resonant circuit.
ATMOSPH•ERICS-Noises heard in the re ceiver due to electrical discharges in the
atmosohere.
ATOM-Smallest particles of chemical elements, believed to consist .of a nucleus with
a positive electrical charge round which revolves one or more negative electrons.
ATTENUATION- The reduction in power of

a wave or a current with in cr easin:',;J distance
from t he source of transm ission.
AUDIO FREQUENCY-A frequency cmrespond ing to a normally audi ble sound wave.
The upper limit ordinarily lies between l 0,000
a .-.d 20,000 cycles.
AUDIO-FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER A
transformer for use with audio- frequency currents.
AUTODYNE RECEPTION--,A system of heterodyne reception through the use of a device
which is both an oscillator and o detector.
AUTODYN•E-A heterodyne circuit in wh ich
one va lve acts as both osc illator and mixer.
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONTROL A
dev ice which causes a circu it to be automati cally t uned correctly after the manual con trol has been tuned to approximately the
correct frequency .
AUTOMATIC VOLUME. CONTROL- A method of automatically biasing the grids of the
R.F. stages of a receiver thus tending t-0 keep
down strong signals and bring up weak signals t o a predetermined level.
AUTOMATIC VOLUME CONTROL- A selfacting device which mainta i ns the output constant with in relatively narrow l imits while the
input voltage varies over a wi de ran:'·Je.
A .W.G.--cA.merican wire gauge.
BAFFLE- A partition of wood or non - resonant
material placed in front {)f a speaker to prevent t he low frequency sound waves from
getting to the back of the speaker and causing a loss ot low notes.
BARRETT ER-A barretter or ballast tube is
simp ly a resistance in the form of a lamp
u~ed in certain types of rece ivers to break
down excess voltage.
BAKELITE-An insulating material used for
panels, etc., in radio construction.
BAND PASS FILT•ER- A f ilt er designed to
pass a certain band of frequencies and to
a t tenuate al I frequenc ies outside of this band .
As far as receivers are concerned, this is u sed
to enhance selectivity as resonance is sharply
defined in circuits of this type.
BAND SPREAD TUNING-This method of
tuning is used on short wave receivers and
penera l ly consists -of the normal tuning or in
this case band settino conden ser across which
is connected a much smaller capacity variable
condenser. Thus any particu lar band may be
selected by using the large condenser and then
this is spread out by use of the sma ller con denser. It will thus been seen that a dozen
sto1 ions that normally occupy a few degrees
of the dial can be spread r i ght round the
d :al, thus making the tuning much more easy.
BATTERY 'A'- A low-voltaJe battery u sual ly 11/" to 6 volts, depending on t he valves used,
which is employed to heat the valve filament.
BATTERY "B" A h;qh vol tage battery
wh ich may be anythirq from about 22.} to
180 volts, depending on the type of set, which
is used t-0 supply the plate a nd screen,' potentials to the valves.
BATTERY "C"-A battery used for the purpose of supplying a negative potential to the
grid of the valve thus ensuring its correct
operat ing cond ition and k eeping the p late cur rent down to its correct value.
BEAT- A complete cycle of pulsations in
the p h enomenon of beating.
BEAT FREOUENCY-The number of beats
per second, This frequency is equal to the
d:fferen ce between the frequenc ies of the com bining waves.
BEAT FREQUENCY The resu ltant frequency when one frequency beats with or
1-et'erodynes another, the beat frequency be ino thf! difference between t he two.
·BEATING- !\ phenomenon in whi ch two or
mor e periodic quantities of different fre quencies react to produce a resu ltant having pulsations of amplitude.
BIAS· -Potential applied to the control grid
of the valve. This may either b e battery bias,
which was almost universally used a few years
ago, or self bias or cathbde bias,. which is
in common use today in el ectric sets.
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BROADCAST BAND-Gen era l ly taken to be
t hose b ands of frequenc ies between 550 and
1500 ki locycles.
BROADCASTING Radio transmission intended for :general recept ion,
BUSBARstruction

Copper w i re used

in

radio con-

BORNITE- A sulphide of copper and ;ron,
crysta ls of which are used as detectors.
BUZZER- A device which produces a buzz
due to high frequency interruption of current
through the coi I.
BY-PASS CONDENSER-A condenser used
to provide an alternating-current path o f
comparatively low imp edance around sorne
c ircuit element.
CAPACITY- Measure of t he quantity of
eiectric1ty a condenser wil l store up, this being determined by the area o f the condenser
p lates, the d stance between them and the
nature of the dielectric, th at is the type of
material separating the plates.
CAPACITIVE COUPLING The association
of one circuit vvith another by means o"f
capac ity commo:1 or mutua ! to both.
CAPACITY
DISTRIBUTED-The
capacity
ex istinq between ad jacent turns of a coil. At
low frequencies th is effect need not be considered, however, at h igh freq uencies it may
!--.ave -ietrlmental effects. It is therefore adv isab le not to "dope" , that is, us·e any form
of cernent to keep the turns of the coil: in
place os this t ends to increase the capacity
effect.
CAPACITY HAND- Effect due to closeness
of the hand to the tuning condenser affecting
the tuning to a considerable degree, due
ma inly to the earthing of the wron:g set of
condenser plates, that is the stat'.)r insteod of
the rot or plates.
CAPACITY INlERL·ECTRODE Capacity
r·x1sting between the varrous elements of a
va lve due to the closeness of t he electrodes.
CARRIER WAVE-- H i ~h freo uencv electro
ma;:inetic waves rad iated from ·the ·aerial of
a transmitter .
l n broadcasting , these h igh
frequency waves hove the aud io signal super:rnoosed on them.
CArHODE-ln a rad io valve the element
wh ich emits electrons.
CATHODE RAY TUBE-A
tube with a
screen on which it is possib le to make visible
e lectr ical wave forms. FundamentOl ly this consists of a fluorescent screen at the end of
the t ube, a th in stream: of h igh velocity electrons which strike against the screen causing
it t o g low at the p o int of striking and a
means of deflecting the stream of electrons
In a ny d irect :o:1. Thus bv aopi ly inq an oscillating volt age to the deflecting electrodes the
ray traces a visible pattern on the screen of
the tube of the appl ied electrical vol ta,qes.
CIRCUIT BREAKER-A dev ice designed to
b reak a circu it should the current rise above
a predetermined level.
CHATTERTON'S COMPOUND-A plastic insulat ing material consisting of tar, gutta
percha and resin.
CHOKE AUDIO- A coil wound usually on
an iron core, designed to impede the passage
ot a ud io currents.
CHOK•E R.F.- A coi l wound general ly on
some non-magnetic mater ial and designed to
impede radio frequency cu rre nts.
COIL-A number of turns of wire.
COIL HUM BUCKING-An additional coil
usual ly wound over the f ie ld of an electrodynam ic speaker to neutralise hum effects.
CONDENSER- Funda m ental ly two or more
cnetal plates separated by an insulator.
CONDENSER, BLOCKING ,A condenser
u sual ly fixed designed to pass audio -or rad i~
frequency currents but to block the passage
of direct current.
CONDENSER, ELECTROLYTIC- A condenser
consist in g of one plate of a luminium , the
electro ly te I usually a bora x soluti-0n I being
t he other plate, a thin insulat ing film which

(Continued on next page)
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RADIO DICTIONARY
(Continued from page 13)
is formed in operation being the dielectric .
Electrolytic condensers ore used extensivly in
modern receivers both as filter condensers in
the power supply and aud io by-pass condensers in cathode biased tubes. Having the advantage of being extremel y compact for a
,given capacity, the wet electrolyitc condensers has also an additional advantage of b eing self- heal ing, that is, should the conden;er break down due to an overload, the punc.
tured dielectric will heal itsel f when normal
conditions are restored. Dry type electrolytics
do not have th is advantage and must be re placed should they break down. Care must
be taken with this type of condenser to see
that it is properly connected as it possesses
defin ite positive and negative terminals. If

these connecHons are reve rsed the condenser
will be damaged. A s the condenser is polarised in this way it will be seen that this
type of condenser cannot be used in A.C. cir -

cuits, but only in D.C. or pulsating D .C. circuits.
CONDENSER BY-PASS- A condenser u sed to
by-pass audio or rad io frequency currents,
thus tending to keep t hem out of parts of
the circuit where they are not required or
cause instability.
CONDENSER, FIXED-Any condenser the
capa city of which cannot be varied.
CONDENSERS, GANGED- Variable condensers so arranged that the moving plates or
vanes of all may be rotated from one control.
In modern rece ivers 2 and 3 gang condensers
are most commonly used. The older type sets
of the T.R.F. type usin_.g 4 and even 5 gang
condense·rs.
CONDENSER AND LOUD SPEAKER- A loud
speaker in which the mech a nical forces result
from electrostatic react ions.
CONDENSER, NEUTRALISING A small
variable condenser used in th e R.F. circuit of
certa in sets to neutra lise or balance out the
capacity existing between t he elements of the
valve and thus helping to m ake the operation
of the set more stable,
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CONDENSER, VARIABLE- A condenser the
capacity of w hi ch may be v aried.
CONDUCTANCE- A measure of the ease
w ith which an electric current may flow
throug h a circuit. Unit of conductance is the
MHO.
CONDUCTOR-Any material through w h ich
current may pass. Silver, copper and gold in
that order are the best conductors--0wing to

its relative cheapness, howeve r, copper is used
most extensively.
CONTINUOUS WAVES-Continuous wa v es
are w aves in which successive cycles ore identical under steady state conditions.
CONVERSION TRANSCONDUCTANCE is the
ratio of the magnitude of a single beat-fref2 l of
<'uency co:-nponent lfl ...J- f2 or ( fl the o utput current to the m agnitude of the
input v oltage of frequency fl under the cond itions that al l direct voltage s and the magr. itude of the second inpu t a lt ernatin,g voltage
f2 m ust remain constant. A s most precise ly
used, it refers to an infinite simal magnitude
af the vol t age of frequency fl.
CONVERTER, S.W.- Genera lly a single tube
rece iver the output o f wh ich connects t.o the
aeria l and earth terminals of broadcast sets.
Fundamental ly the operation is as follows .
T he short w ave signals a re tu.ned in and
m ixed with the oscillator frequency to produce an intermediat e or beat frequency which
fa ll s somewhere in the tunin g range of the
broadcast rece iver, general ly about 600 kilocycles. The receiver is left tuned ta this frequency and the short wave stations are tuned
in on the converter, the signa l is changed to
600 ki locyc les and fed into the aerial and
earth t erm i nals of the broadcast set, which
ampl ifies and makes the signal audible in
the same mann er as if it we re receivin g an
ord inary b roadcast station.
COULOMB-Unit of quantity, being equa l
to one ampere flow in1g f.or one second.
COUPLING, INDUCTIVE-Type of coupl ing
used in R.F. stages of receive r , energy being
fed from the p rimary of a coil to its secon dary w inding by means of induction. This type
of coupling is also used in audio stages, a
ctep-up of audio transformer usually bei ng
u£ed. The main advantage b ei ng that the
:·ain is decidedly hig her and h ence fewer
"'a~p-:;
m..,11 be used than with capacitive
coupl ing. Unless expensive t ransformers are
used, however, the frequency response curve
is not as flat.
COUPLING, CAPACITIVE OR RESISTANCE
----/\ t ype of coupl ing comprising resistors and
a conden:er by' wh ich one stage of a set is
coupled to a nother Th is t ype of coupling i s
used to a large degree in audio stages as by
thi; method the frequency response can be
kept fairly flat.
"C" POWER SUPPLY- A pow er supply d ev '. ce c')nnect ed in t he circuit between the
ca thode and grid of a vacuum tube sa as to
apply a grid bias.
CROSS :MODULATION- A type of i ntermodul ation due to modulat ion of the carr ie r of the desired sign al in a radio appo ra1us
by an undesired si.gnal.
CRYSTAL-M inera l ores, possessin~) property
of recti ficat ion. Care· shou ld be taken with all
types of crystal s to see that the surface is
c lean. Should it become necessary to handl.e
it, smal l tweezers should be used.
CURRENT- A flow of e lectrons. The un it of
e lectri cal current being t he a mpere.
CURRENT, EDDY- Current se~ up in nearby
conductors by a magnetic fi e ld.
CURR·ENT, AL TERNA Tl NG-See .A.C.
CURRENT, GRID-Current w hich flows from
the grid t o; the cathode of a v alve.
CURRENT,
PLATE-Current which
flows
from the plate to the cathode of a valve.
CYCLE-One complete set of changes after
wh ich th e initial condit io n is restored; that
is fro m zero to maximum positive, to z·ero
to maxi mum negative·, back to zero.
A 50
cycle per second not e would there fore· go
through this set o f chan ges 50 times per
second.
As the frequency increases so the
number of times per second this occ~r s inc reases.
.DAMPING- The gradual decay or reduction
in amplitude of oscil lation, due to resistance.
D.C.C.-Double cotton covered .
DECIBEL-Measure of sound be.ginning at
t he threshold of hearin,g , a change in level of
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I decibel being

barely perceptible. This unit

is used extensively in sound work as the ear
does not respond to sound energies of. different values in a linear manner , that 1s, a
sound creating a hundred times more sound

energy than another would sound to the ear
only twenty times as loud. The use of the
decibe l enables the power output of different
amplif iers to be expressed in a unit which
bears relation to their effect on the ear.
DECOUPLING-Method by which "motorboating11 and instability is prevented in arec.eiver by means of decoupling resistors and
by-pass cpndenser. In resistanc~-c_oupled circuits of more than two stages 1t 1s generally

necessary to decouple one of the stage~, a

resistor about one-tenth of the plate resistor
being connected in series with it and a bypass condenser connected fr.om the junction of

the resistors to earth.
DELAYED A.V.C.- This type of A.V.C. dif fers from simple A.V.C. in that the A.V.C .
bias is not applied to the R.F. stages until a
certain si:;inal strength is available. The ad vantage being that although the more powerful signals are controlled the weak signals are
not affected at a 11.
DEMODULATION-The extraction of the
audto signal from the carrier wave. Detection.
D•ETECTION- The process of changing the
rzceived radio
frequency
oscillations into
varying unidirectional current. Thei act of rec tifying.
DETECTION ANODE BEND- This method
depends on biasing the tube so that it operates
on the lower bend of its character istic curve,
the tube then acts as a rectifier. When the
positive half-cycles of the signai are fed to
the ,grid of the valve the plate current increases, however, the negative half-cycles do
not cause a corresponding decrease, thus the
signal is rectified.
DETECTION DIODE- Method generally used
in modern receivers. There is no signal amplification ,in a diode detection stage but its
low degree of distortion is of considerable
advantage.
DETECTION, LEAKY GRID- This method
employs a condenser connected between the
tunedi circuit and the ,g rid of the valve and
a resistance of fairly high value between the
grid and earth. Detection takes place in the
grid circuit by this methcd and the detected
si,g nal is amplified by the valve. This particular method is used almost exclusively in
one and two valve receivers as it is more
sensitive than other types.
DETECTOR-Device for converting high frequency currents into currents capable of affecting telephones or similar instruments.
DIAPHRAGM- Section of a reproducer which
makes audible the electrical impulses fed to
it. The cone of a speaker.
DIFFUSION VANES- Vanes placed in front
of a speaker cone in order to distribute1 the
high frequency sounds more evenly.
DI ELECTRIC-The insulating material between the plates of a condenser. The type ·ot
insL<lating material having a definite effect
on the condenser capacity.
Dl·ELECTRIC CONSTANT is the specific
capacity of a given material. The dielectric
constant of air is taken as I. The ratio of
the capacity of a certain sized condenser having a given materia!r as a dielectric to the
capacity of the some condenser with air as
the dielectric will give the dielectric constant
of that material.
DIELECTRIC
STRENGTH-The
strain
or
voltage a material of ,given dimensions will
stand without breaking down.
D.C.-Direct current. Current which flows in
one direction only.
DIRECTION FINDER- A device employinq
two loop aerials used to ascertain the exact
direction of a transmitting station.
DISTORTION-A change in wave form oc curring in a transducer or tronsmi5sion medium when the outpuV wave form is not a;
faithful reproduction of the input wave form.
DOUBL·E :MODULATION- The process of
modulation in which a carrier wove of one
frequency is first modulated by the signal
wave and is then made to modulate a second
carrier wove of another frequency.

SERVINC YOU

SS~/
#

THE
majority
including the

of our Male Staff Country Travellers have been on Military Service for
quite a while. They sen·e you still •.•
though in a different way. Naturally we
cannot now keep as close a personal
contact with our clientele, as in the past.
You will help the War Effort, help your·
self and do us a favour by mailing your
order'-' to 11s.
They will receive the
usual prompt attention.

MARTIN

delAUNAY
PTY. LTD.

SYDNEY:
Cnr. Clarence and Druitt
Sts.

I next

M2691

Town

14

Halll

lines)

NEWCASTLE:
Cnr.
Sts.

King
82244

and
(2

Darby
lines)

(To be conti'nued in next month's issue)
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NEW PRICES FOR ROLA SPEAKERS AND REPAIRS
New prices have been announced
for Rola speakers, which are available for equipment and replacement
in fifteen different types, nine of them
being electro-dynamic, and the six fitted with permanent magnets. In size
they range from five to twelve inches
in , diameter.
In the electro-dynamic range the
prices are:
G12
£9 10 2
K12
2 15 6
F12
2 5 6
KlO
2 12 1
FlO
2 4 5
KS
1 lS 3
FS
1 11 9
F5B
1 11 s
K5 ..
1 7 9

Jn the pcrrnagnetic models the
prices are :
12/20
£2 14 6
10/20
2 13 5
S/20
2 11 0
6/12
2 1 5
5/9
1 14 3
5/4
1 s 9
All of the above models are fitted
with leads, except the G12. Length
of lead is twenty inches for the Kl2,
F12, K lO, FlO, KS, 12/20, 10/20 and
S/20, whilst with the smaller speakers
the FS, F5B, K5, 6/12, 5/9 and 5/4,
the length is ten inches.
All speakers are fitted with isocore
transformers except G12 and K5,
which are fitted with their own special types.

SERVICE
For Those Who

I

SERVICE

•

DENHAM'S have a
large staff of practical
servicemen who know
your problems as well
as you know them
yourselfL ET

DENHAM'S
HELP

•
MAIL ORDERS

The original Signal Tr acer as designed and built

by John Bristoe of Denham's.

DENHAM'S Mail Order Departmen t is under the personal supervision af
Radio Monager J ohn Bristoe, who designs the Signal Tracers for "Australasian Ro,dio World." You can depe nd an Denham's to supply all your
requirements BY RETURN MAIL.
Unobtainable in most places, but we
can supply 1A7GT, 1A5GT, 1P5GT,
2A3, 6A3, 6 L77G, 6L6G, 6N7, KT66,
EK2P valves, and do:z:ens of other
types . Also hard-to-obtain odd type
Valves, Transformers, Condensers, Dial
Glasses,. etc., both new and used.

A full range of all types of new
and used Radio Test Equipment, including
Oscillosco·pes,
Oscillators,
Multimeters,
V.T.V.
:Meters, Valve
Testers, odd Meters, etc. We trade
in and buy all types of Test Equipment.

DENHAM'S RADIO SERVICE
Box 145
MARYBOROUGH
Queensland
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Prices relate to speakers with standard field coils and transformers.
Prices for special specifications wiil
be quoted on. request. When ordering
state field coil resistance (in the case
of electro-dynamic speakers) and impedance of matching transformer.
When requesting a transformer to
match an output valve or valves, give
operating conditions. When permanent magnet speakers are to be used
with power operated receivers or amplifiers, please signify.
Repair Service
Rola also offers a comprehensive repair service for all speakers. Repair
service is provided at the Melbourne
factory arid Sydney Service Depot,
Speakers for repair should be consigned, freight paid, to either Rola
Company (Aust.) Pty. Ltd., The
Boulevarde, Richmond E.1., Victoria.
(Consign to Burnley Rail Station), or
Rola Company (Aust.) Pty, Ltd., 116
Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
All packages should be plainly
marked with the name and address
of the consigner and an advice note
despatched by the same mail , enclosing remittance and specifying the
work to be done. Forwarding instructions for return should be given. If
remittance does arrive before despatch
of repair, package will be sent by
C.O.D. post or rail.
PRICE LIST OF PARTS AND REPAIRS
Model
Dia. F'ld Coil F'ld & Dia. Trans.
Gl2
42/4
52/7
67/4
16/10
Kl2
16/4
19/27/12/3
Fl2
16/4
22/5
12/3
13/5
KlO
12/24/l
12/3
19/FlO
12/17/10
13/5
12/3
KB
11/17/4
13/5
12/3
F8
11 /3
11/14/8
10/8
F5B
8/7
10/8
13/l l
11/3
K5
6/9
10/2
11/9
10/9
G12 PM
42/4
16/10
12 11 PM
16/4
16/10
10" P.M
12/12/3
8" PM
11/12/3
6" PM
8/7
11/3
5" PM
6/9
11/3

The above prices are effective immediately and are subject to amendment without f'urther notice.

SPEEDY SPINNING
Rotational speeds beyond comprehension have been obtained experimentally. A 3/32 inch diameter steel
baU suspended magnetically in a
vacuum has been spun to a speed of
110,000 revolutions per second! The
ball was spun by means of a rotating magnetic field produced by four
air core driving coils supplied with
energy from a high frequency oscillator-amplifier. Many steel balls explode long before reaching this record
speed.
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Radio In Development Of Air Transport
Although war has temporarily
called a halt to the commercial development of overseas air services, it
has given a tremendous impetus in
several directions to preparation in
Australia for post-war resumption of
general air transport on a bigger
scale.
Increased use of air transport after
the war has been plainly indicated by
the Minister for Aircraft Production
(Senator Cameron), who remarked a
few . days ago: "I envisage Austraiia
becoming one of the foremost airminded countries in the world, -w here
people will use 'planes to reach aerodromes close to their work." Government aircraft factories, he said. would
be able to build the necessary 'planes
ju"t as government workshops built
rolling 3tock for our railway systems.
One direction in which planning has
progressed is in the provision of
navigational aids.

Postmaster-General's
station
at Aviation aeradio stations in Australia,
Camooweal; and a private station at all playing a part in ensuring the
Brunette Downs, it was seldom that safety of aircraft and pilots. They
any station was worked until Dar- provide scope for experienced radio
win became reada,b le in the vicinity of operators to do essential work of
Birdum.
prime importance as station personnel
and more men are wanted by the DeRadio Operators Want eel
partment of Civil Aviation. ApplicaIt was quite a red-letter day for air tions should be made to the Departmail pilots when, at the Brisbane end ment, 522 Little Collins Street, Melof the route, about the middle of bourne, G.1.
1937, a direction finding bearing was
The aeradio operator of to-morrow
passed to an incoming aircraft from a will look back with pride on the a,;_
Civil Aviation aeradio station. But vancements being made in radio naviwar has rapidly changed the picture. gational aids in which he will' have
To-day there are scores of Civil played an important part.

A Hazardous Journey
In these days, when an aeroplane
flying in the Southern Pacific area is
rareiy out of range of one or other of
the chain of Civil A via ti on aeradio
stations, it is difficult to realise thac
only five years ago pilots flying the
Southern portion of the England-Australia air mail route had only one
aeradio station Palembang (Sumatra) - to guide them on their
hazardous journey.
For three years, from the time
Qantas Empire Airways Limited
opened the Singapore-Brisbane link of
the Empire air mail route in 1934,
the crews of mail planes had to rely
on instruments and their own sense
of direction for most of the 4,000 mile
journey.

,_________ :J
1'1\is T~

BT IWIUor 3 •
e)!CJll\ple of the Mfl11l'!19•- .
"M"t"lll"ed" resistCJJl'Clfl; ~~
bonded to th" outer 111tri- _. .ot
$t.urcly glou tube ollcl ~- fil'..

tt prote~tlve

c:ov11ti111i,

Contact on ·500 Kc.
Checking locatio~ over Australian
territory after leaving Brisbane was
quite a business. After leaving the
Queensland capital the pilot would
make a can on a frequency of 500
kilocycles, and when contact was established with Station VIE, scheduled
calls would be made on a frequency
of 6540 kilocycles and acknowledged
on 500 kilocycles.
As the aircraft approached Roma,
approximately 280 miles from Brisbane, the 500 kilocycle signals from
the coastal' station would fade out,
and though half-hourly position reports would be sent out throughout
the day, it was not until aafter sunset
on the run from Winton to Cloncurry
that Station VIE would again be
heard.
On the second cl ::iv 'o. liio·ht, apart
from contacts later arranged with the

IOLE AGENTS

roa

AUSTAALIA!

PHONE BW 2.385 .

Wm. J.McLELLAN &CQ.

BRADBURY
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"l\Ietallized'' Resistors differ from
conventional units in that a homoA'eneous film of high resistance
material is a11v1ied and bonded at
high temperatures to insulatin~
bases of Yarious t ypes. The result
of this IH'Ocess is a resistance
element of predetermined re::;istance Yalue and accuracv.
':l1his
process. time - te.sted th.roughout
years. has been utilized and · i1erfccted for seven distinctive types
of resistors each one internntionally known for its exceptional
quality
As an outstanding- exam11le, the
HlC tnie B'l' insulated resistors,
compriRing the unique "l\1etallized" filament element and speciall~' developed insulating phenolic
covering, have humidity characteristic.s hitherto unobtained.
More
than 10 cycles of alternate twohour immersions in lOOdeg.C. and
Odeg-.C. sa lt solution followed by
two-hour loadings at normal rating
result in an average change in
resistance val ue of less than 10°/o.
The inherent characteristics of
"Metallized" Resistors are stabi li t~', low noise level, uniformity,
non-ageing, low voltage, and temperature .coefficient and freedom
from major humidity effects.
No
other
type
of resistance
mah:irial holds such an outstanding record of success. None holds
such broad possibilities for future
development.

HOUSE, 55 YORK

STREf:T.SYDlf£Y
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Part 9.

The Radio Valve At Work
P

ERHAPS the most important link
in the radio chain is the detector
which de-modulates the received
r.f. signals. and hands them on in the
form of varying audio frequency currents that are transformed into sound
by the headphones or loudspeaker.
We will• assume that we have a
simple tuning circuit rigged up as
shown in fig. 1 (a). It comprises a
coil tuned by a variable condenser to
both being of the rig·ht proportions to
form a resonant circuit for the signal
we want to hear. The circuit is connected to an aerial and earth system
as shown.
Crystal is Simplest Detector.

The theory and construction of the valve
are dealt with in this instalment, the ninth
of a series of articles for beginners.
until it is rectified; that is, current
flowing only in the one direction is
required.
The crystal detector provides this
rectification by acting as a valve, in
that it passes current readily in one
direction and hardly at all in the
other. The 'phones are thus provided
with uni-directional impulses that rise
and fall in strength a t audio frequencies.

The next problem is to make the
signal audible, and the simplest way
of doing this is to use a crystal detector and a pair of headphones connected across the tuned circuit as
shown in fig. 1 (b).
When the tuning· circuit is adjusted
to resonance there is an oscillating
high frequency current surging backwards and forwards in it, but this
c.urrent will not actuate the 'phones

Crystail' Sets T-00 Insensitive
With a crystal set, the headphones
are actuated solely by the energy
radiated by the transmitter and
picked up by the receiving aerial,
which explains why receivers of this
type are so restricted in their range.
As well, there are other drawbacks
that make a crystal far inferior to a
valve as a detector. For this reason
the explanation of the process of detection given above has purposely
been made brief. It will be expanded
considerably when the action of the
valve as a detector is being considered.

The .001 mfd. fixed condenser shown
in fig. 1 (b) connected across the
headphones acts as a reservoir to
maintain current through the 'phones
during the time between one a:udio
impulse and the next. Both volume
How The Valve Works.
and quality am thus improved, Often
The
most
universally-used device in
this component is not included, however, as there is sufficient capacity be- radio is the valve. There are huntween the leads in the headphone dreds of different types designed to
cord to provide the necessary effect. perform dozens of various operations,
but they all work on thei same underlying principle.
Generally, the valve is a glass bulb
containing two or more elements.
Air particles constitute obstacles
against the free movement of electrons within the bulb, and so the air
is extracted by a vacuum pump. However, as no pump can produce a perfect vacuum, a little magnesium is
placed inside the bulb before it is
sealed,. and the latter is then placed in
a concentrated radio· frequency field.
This ignites the magnesium (known
as the "getter") within the bulb, and
the comb'Ustion absorbs t he residue of
air still left in the valve. It is this
"getter" that can be seen as a silvery
Make sure you get every issue as soon as it is
deposit inside the glass envelope of
published. Place an order with your newsagent
SPECIAL
many valves.

MONEY

or send direct to us for a subscription.

IT SAVES YOU TIME !
IT SAVES YOU MONEY !
We guarantee that every subscriber has his
copy posted the same day it comes off the press.

*

**

RATES

6 issues
12 issues
24 issues

5/3
10/6

Cathode is Electron-Emitting
Element.

The most imp.o rtant element within
the valve is the cathode, which is
made of or coated with, material that
when heated to its correct operating·
Enclosed please find remittance for 10/6 in payment for crn annual subscription temperature gives off a copious supply of electrons. There are two comto the "Australasian Radio World," commencing with the ..
i11ue. mon types of cathode. That illustrated in fig. 2 (a) is directly heated,
NAME
and is generally known as a filament.
The .other type is the indirectlySTREET and NUMBER
heated cathode shown in fig, 2. (b) .
The wire within the cylinder is the
STATE
CITY
heater, and it is insulated from the
THE AUSTRALASIAN RADIO WORLD
cylindrical cathode surrounding it.
117 RESERVOIR STREET, SYDNEY
Its sole purpose is to supply sufficient

•
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ment or "A" battery, electrons will
rflow from filament to plate. This is
because, as explained in an earlier
article in the series, electrons are
negatively charged, and as unlike
charges attract, they will flow towards a nearby positively-charged
body, represented by the plate.
This flow of electrons from filament
to plate constitutes a current that will
flow continuously as long as the plate
is positive to the filament. If the "B"
battery is connected the other way
round, however, so that the plate is
negative to the cathode, the electron
fl.ow is stopped because of the repuls! on there will be between the negative plate and the electrons, which are
negative.
How the Diode Rectifies A.C.
Now imagine a source of a.c, connected between plate and filament.
On. t~e half cycles when the plate is
positive to the filament, current will
flow, but there will be no electron
flow (no current) when the plate is
negative to filament.
Thus the valve is acting as a rectifier in that it has changed an alternating· current into a pulsating direct current. This alternating current
can be of any frequency, from the 50cycle variety to the highest radio frequencies. Hence, the diode can be used
in a power supply to rectify a 50cyde current supplied by a.c. mains,
or 1t cun act as a detector .• or radio
frequen cy currents.
Spacc Charge Between Cathode and

mum current is called the saturation
current.
The Effect Illustrated.
This effect is simply illustrated in
fig. 3 (b), which shows a typi'cal
characteristic curve of a diode valve,
plate voltage being plotted against
plate current in milliamperes.
At low plate voltages, the current
is also low, showing that the p ate
is unable to overcome the repelling
effect .of the space charge to any
appreciable extent. After the point
"A" this is largely overcome, and the
increase in electron flow with rising
voltage soon becomes rapid and even.
At "C" the curve starts to flatten out
again, showing" that the electrons are
reaching the plate almost as fast as
the filament can emit them. The appreciable increase in voltage from "·C"
to "D" thus produces very little corresponding increase in plate current.
Next month - "More About the
Valve."

Book Review.

HANDBOOK FOR CODE

Designed to fill the need for a guide
to the student of radiotelegraph code
- a fast-growing need now that many
heat to the cathode to bring· the latter
thousands of persons are interesting
to its correct operating temperature.
themselves in dot-dash communication
Indirectly-Heated Ca,thodes Eiiminate
as valuable training in the war effort
-a special booklet entitled, "LearnA.C. Hum.
ing the Radiotelegraph Code," has
Valves using filaments (or directlv
been issued by the American Radio
heated cathodes) require comparaPlate.
Helay
League, national association of
tively little heating power, and as
Not .all of the electrons leaving the amateur radio operators, and 8hould
economy of operation is an essential
with receivers powered by batteries, filament reach the plate. The num- s:ion be available here.
The text presents a unique method
this type of valve is generally used ber that do depends mainly on the
in battery sets. With sets operated potential of the plate in respect to of learning, based on the aural system
of approach. The radiotelegraph code
from a.c. mains, however, a filament th<> filament.
Some of the electrons emitted re- is considered in the light of another
heated directly by 50 cycles a.c., for
example, would ha.ve 100 current im- turn to the filament, while others language, having its peculiar pronunpulses passing through it every sec- remain in the space between filament ciation and syllable. Even though an
ond. This continuous variation in the and plate for a brief period of time individual cannot secure the constant
heat supplied to the filament would, to form what is known as a "space supervision of an experienced radi
unless the latter was of fair y heavv charge." As it consists of negative code operator, he may feel confident
gauge, result in a corresponding pul- electrons, the space charge has a re- to go ahead and study by himself,
sation in the supply of electrons em- polling action on other electrons leav- under this new method. Fundamental
itted. This in turn would give rise ing· the filament, and also impedes sounds are learned at first-then letter
the progress of those that are on sounds are learned integrally instead
to a bad hum.
of as separate dots and dashes; in
The indirectly-heated cathode also their way to the plate.
Fig. 3 (a) shows a scheme for fact, those terms are taboo and "dit"
has
other advantages for
a.c.
operation, and so for this application gradually varying the voltage on the and "dah" have replaced them. The
it is generally used. It is obviously not plate of diode valve from zero to booklet includes much material on
nearly as economical to run as the the maximum given by the "B" bat- learning to send well, high speed
filament type, but where power is tery. As the slider of the potentio- operation, copying to typewriter, gentaken from the mains this is of no meter is rotated slowly from the nega- era! operating data and code pr<1ctive to the positive end, so the vol- tice equipment, as well as a full set
importance.
tage on the plate gradually increases. of lessons in learning to send and
Diode Is Simplest Valve.
As the plate becomes more and more receive, which are ideal for class inThe simplest ty.p e ·of valve is the positive, the number of electrons struction.
diode, illustrated in fig. 2 ( c). It has that succeed in passing through the
The booklet is authored by John
two electrodes - filament and plate. space charge increases, though above Huntoon, acting communications manH an "A" battery is connected across a certain plate voltage any additional ager of ARRL, an amateur and comthe filament, and another battery, increase in voltage has little effect in mercial radio operator known for the
known as the "B" battery, is connec- increasing plate current. The reason excellence of his sending "fist", and
several championship
ted up as shown with its positive ter- for this is that all of the electrons who holds
minal taken to the plate and its nega- being emitted by the filament are be- trophies for his first-place performtive to the negative pole of the fila- ing drawn to the plate. This maxi- ance in receiving competitions.
The Austra,lasian Radio World, December, 1942
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~h~t:twave ~eview CONDUC~~NOTES FROM MY DIARY
November
The month of November has been
of more than ordinary interest, as
·apart from the usual improvement in
the 13 metre band, there has been
several changes in American frequencies all with the object of better
reception for Australia, and further
U.S.A. stations have opened up. Our
own Department of Information have
sought a better channel for programmes intended for the Wes tern
States of U.S.A., and brought VLG-8
Sydney, 17,800 kc., 16.85m, into use
from 2 to 2.45 p.m., as also VLG-9,
11,900kc, 25.21m., and VLN-8, 10.527
kc., 28.5m.

·Code School in Recess
According to "The Globe Circler",
The Radio Gode School of the Air,
through WRUL, has been dis ~on 
tinued, at least for the present. Perhaps Dr. Gaden can tell us if this is
correct. The hour at which it comes
through is just a lit.tie late for an
outer-suburbanite like me.
KGEI
This General Electric Station has
been authorised to add frequency of
15.21m.c., so when listening on 19.72
metres, wait for call sign as our Boston friend, WBOS, is there also. According to A.W.A. Radio Rambles
they are on the air from 8 a.m. to
11.45 a.m. I have not heard them, as
the hour does not suit me, except on
Sundays, and these notes will be in
nriPt, before the next sabbath. Just
at the moment I cannot lay my hand
on the note, but I feel certain someone, possibly Dr. Gaden, told me they
bad heard KGEI on this part of the
dial. WBOS on this wave-length, of
course, signs at 5.4·5 a.m., but opens
again at 6 a.m. on 25.27 metres, and
a jolly fine signal.

December
I rember when we made a practice
of listening to the few American
short-wave stations then available at
Xmas time just to hear the Yuletide
revels made possible by the stations
conveniently remaining on the air a
little longer than usual. I figure this
year we will have a grand array of
r:tations and programmes to choose
from and I "guess and calculate" some
The Philippines
great items will be put over for the
troops.
KZRH on both 25.86 and 31.12m.
is reported regularly, but KZRM does
Our Russian Ally
not seem to be on the air these days.
At 10.40 p.m. the opening announce- Readers will be grieved to learn that
ment from Moscow mentions they are poor old Don Bell, the fine journalist
transmitting on 15,745 kc, 19.05m; of this station several years ago, was
1G,228kc, 19.70m; 10,445 kc, 28.72m; tortured to death by the Japs, acand 9545kc, '31.43m. Of these, 19.70 cording to "Life" of March 30.
and 31.43 are not audible, but one
Radio Ananias
transmitter not mentioned, 30.40m.,
puts in a fine signal.
Space
does
not permit the listing
At 11 p,m. Australia is called, and
of German stations, or schedules, but
at 11.4 p.m. CBS News and NBC News several
Berlin transmitters are putting
at 11.8 p.m. They leave the air at in remarkably
good signals in
11.25 p.m. Just before closing they
strength
and
clarity
to Australia.
state next transmission will be at 9.48
DJR, on 19.56m is splendid at 10
a.m. on 19.70', 19.85, 20.461, 30.70 and
42.98 metres. However, they can be p.rn., but I am afraid some of their
heard as early at 8.15, and news is cabaret jokes heard on Saturdays togiven at 8.25 The ~tations close at wards midnight are a litte risque. For
a good laugh, tune when news is be8.40 a.m.
ing given, 11 p.m.
Musso's Morning Music
The Soft End of the Axis
I believe the call-sign of the Italian
Italy, too, can certainly send over
station on 47.6 metres giving such a a fine signal and a smile can be had
fine signal and excellent musical pro- by listening to their news at 7 a.m.
gramme at 6.30 a.m. is 2R0-23. And on 31.15, 2.5.4 and 19.61 or at 7.40 on
talking of Italy, I heard the Vatican these stations, and also 29:04, 41.55
, itv at (i.15 a.m. on November 28 in and 47.6 metres.
a talk in English. Unfortunately a
Switzerland
very powerful morse signal was right
Consulate General of Switzerland,
on top, but when they signed off at
6.30, I thought they mentioned they Sydney, advises Swiss broadcasts to
were broadcasting on 50.42 metres. Australia and New Zealand through
The position on my dial was certainly HER-5, Schwarzenburg, on 11,865
nearer there than 50.23 metres where kc., 25.28m., on Tuesdays and Saturthey have been heard for some time. days wiil now be received two (2)
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B:eAST

hours later, i.e., from 7.45 till 9.15
p.m,
This station, by t he way, opens
again at midnight with news in German and Italian, Closes 12.30 opening
again at 2 a.m.; for fifteen minutes
news is given, specially for Swiss in
the Orient.
The Brain Trust
The 49 metre band has been very
noisy the last week and I have missed
one of my favourite sessions - the
Brain Trust. (However, it is put over
again on Sundays at 7.30 p.rn. on
Gi:lB, 31.55 metres. It is also relayed
by the ABC through 2FC, 2NR and
2CY.
Dr. Gaden writes: " Moscow, at
10.40 p.m. states all frequencies and
wave lengths, and at that hour say
they are on: 19.85m, 19.7m, 28.72rn,
and 31.43m. They give 9545kc, fo r
31.43m, but I get them on 30.43m
(9860kc) and not far from WTQ and
miles away from VLG-2 (31.45m).
VLG-2 would swamp a 31.43 if on. But
the 30 and 28 are splendid and well
worth listening to.
KWID, a great success on 41.49m.
and now and then KES-2, 33.59m., is
not bad.
YNRS heard fairly well at 11 p.m.
Have listened to a Latin-American
around about 30.05m which I do not
think is HCJB.
( ZPA-6., Tele co, Paraguay has been
testing on 9930kc., 30.21m.-Ed.).
GRD, 19.42m. one of my favourites,
delightful at W p.m.
GRH, 30.5-3m. is my choice in
Pacific Service from 6 p.m.
KZRH, 25.85m. very good some
nights. The 13 metre band is grndually coming good.
Mr. Condon, of Laura, sends another wonderful list of loggings and,
as usual, was "there" when the new
stations showed up. He heard WGEO
on 25.33m., VLN-8, 28.51m. and VLG9, 25.22m. He is naturally elated by
receiving a diploma from Senor
Amando Cespedes Marin, owner and
operator of Station T14NRH in
Heredia, Costa Rica. I am also the
proud possessor of a diploma from
n<end Marin,. receiving it in recognition of a report on the occasion of
the tenth anniversary of this wonderf ul lone hand station.
Mr. Condon has also received verifications from FZI, Brazzaville, Ra.db
Levant, Beirut, Syria, HHBM, Haiti
and CB-1180 Santiago, Chile. Certainly a nice mail.
Meet Miss Sanderson
Miss Sanderson, of Malvern, Vic-
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ioda has .Joined the Aw Awbx Club,
and the list of loggings forwarded
convince one many hours have been
spent at the receiver.

NEW .STATIONS

Dr. Gaden, in a last minute air
mail, tells me he has heard the follow- WJF', New York, 88 1 Okc., 34.05m :
Th is is 0)1other Press ond Wire ing Americans around 7 a.m.: WLWO,
less Inc., outlet heard from 9
25.62m. out on its own, an R9 sigp.m. in parallel with KIWD for
nal; WGDA, 25.36m next best; (used
one hour. R5, Q-3 signa l. Reported
to be WCRC). WGBX, 19.64m not too
by Mr. Perkins, of Ma landa, Q.
good, have to use 'phones. WNBI,
19.81, some time ago seemed to be
in some doubt as to call,. WNBI or
l We listed in October issue a Press
WRCA-is now definitely WNBI and
'W ireless station, WJT, heard at l 0.45
only fair.
a .m . I think this is same station, but
cal l sign is WJP.Ed .).
WCRC, 16.83m. this seem to be the
call and not WCDA. Poor signal,
'phones necessary.
KGMB, Honolulu, approximately l 6.7m.:
WRGA, 25.23m fair. WCW, 18.93m
Dr. Gaden reports hav ing heard this
better than the 19 or 16 metres, but
station around l 0 a .m. in an armed
that is not saying much.
forces session.
KWU, 19.53m gone off a lot,
(This is probably a point-to-point
Near 10 a.m., WLWO, 19.67m. very
fine WC:BX poor. KWID not a patch
broadcast, as KGMB is a broadcast
statiqn operating on 590kc, and often
on WLWO .
heard in Sydney after midnight.-Ed.)
Others heard at this hour, Moscow
on 19.85m and 19.7m, both good,
former much the louder. JZK 19.79m
opened very well at 10 a.m. and was WCB, New York, l 5,580kc., l 9 .26m. :
This was shown in October issue as
fair on 31.35m.
l

WGEO, Schenectady, l l ,847kc, 25.33 m:
T hi s is a new outlet for this Genera l
Electr ic station. Opens at 12.01 a.m.
and closes at 11 a.m . News is given
hourly.
KGEI, San Fra!Kisco, 1 5,21 Okc, 19. 7 2m :
Another outlet for t his oooular General Electric station. Schedule is 8
a.m. to 11.45 a .m. and news is given
hourly an the hou r.
VLG-8, Melbourne, l 7,800kc,, l 6.85m:
This is the frequency al lotted to VLQ8 but now being used by Department
of Information from 2 to 2.45 p .m.
for North America (Western States ).
VLG-9, Melbourne l l ,900 kc, 25.2 l m
Used same time as above.

VLN-8, Sydney, l 0,527kc, 28.5m : A
new one also used a t 2 p. m . for Nth .
America.
WCP. But believe WCB is correct.
Th is is another of " The Voice of
America" series from Hicksville, N.Y. - - , London, l7,710kc., l 6.94m: First
reported by Mr. Pe rkins, of Ma landa,
reported by Mr. Gil let, of Adelaide.
(see November issue ), now mentioned
by Mr. Gillett, of Adela ide, as hea rd
WOO, New York 14.470kc, 20.73m:
at l l p.m. in fore ign la nguages. ( I
Stil l another Hicksv ille station heard
have tuned them at 8.30 p.m . a nd
around 7.45 a.m. ti ll after 9.30 a.m.
held them till leavlng the air at 8.45
Also reported by Mr. Gillett of Ade p.m . but have not heard. ca ll s ign. Exla ide.
cel lent strength at this ho!--lr.-Ed. ).

Mr. Rugh Perkins, of Malanda, Q.,
is· still hearing the new London transmitter on approximately 16.93m., but
does not know call sign. The time he
gives is 2.42 a.m.
He listens to news from WCDA,
New York, at 11,830kc, 25.36m at 7.30
a.m. and also hears WCRG on 16.83rn
at 7 a.m.
I am surprised that neither Mr.
Perkins or Dr. Gaden refer to WBOS,
Boston on 25.27m., as I find this
splendid at 7.45 a.m. in "part of our
French S.W. Session."
Another good Boston station is
WRUL, 25.36m in Dutch from 7.45 to
8 a.m. Also on WRUW in 19m. band.
Mr. Perkins has received QSL card
from KWID, 'Frisco, and GBFY, Montreal.
Members af the All-Wave All-World DX Club are advised that they should make
"Here is the News" Read byHave you ever tried to guess who it a paint of replenishing their stack af stationery immediately, as all paper prices
is before the name is mentioned I have risen, and we expect that it will be necessary ta increase prices by at
find a great similarity in the voices least 25%.
of Pat Butler, Stephen Miller, Derrick
Prentice, Norman Claridge and Rob- Already it has been found necessary to abandon the log-sheets and club stickers.
ert Harris. The BBC have adopted the · However, while stocks last, the following stationery is available at the prices
American idea of repeating headlines shown:at end of news.

NOTICE TO DX CLUB MEMBERS

:::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::

Spate will not permit of a detailed
list of all reporters, but I am
deep·ly gratefu l to those who
have contributed to the Short
Wave Section.
I take this opportunity of thanking them and expressing eve,ry
good wish for the New Year.
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REPORT FORMS.-Scrve time and make sure of supplying all the information required by using these official forms, which identify you
with an establiahed DX organisation.
Price
2/- for 50) post free

NOTEPAPER.-Headed Club notepaper for members' ~rrespondence
is also availa.ble.
Price
. 2/- for 50 sheets, post free
ALL-WAVE ALL-WORLD DX CLUB, 119 Reservoir Street, Sydney
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Fair around 8 p.m. I Gillett). Heard Nov.
8 at 10.30 p.m. !Condon).
Mexico:
XEQQ, Mexico City
.. .. 9680kc, 30.99m
Fair in afternoons around 4 p.m.
XEWW, Mexico City
9503kc, 31 .57m
G~od in afternoon from 4 p.m. till 5. l.5 Very
fast speaking announcer (Du Faur). Fair
some nights at l a.m. I Condon).
XEXA, Mexico City
6 l 70kc, 48 .62m
Heard around midnight with fair si,Jnal.

See "New Stations" for several more U.S.A.
stations.

ALL TIMES ARE AUSTRALIAN DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
Press ure on space only permits of abridged
Loggings.
( See September issue for South
America, the East and Great Britain; October
issue for additional Nth. American stations,

Europe ,

Scandinavia,

Haiti

and

iss ue

for

Dominican

Miscellaneous,
Republk.

Cuba,

November

Australia , Africa, and portion

of

l'-i 'Jr th America .

Pl ea se have reports sent to L. J . Keast, 23
Honiton Avenue West, Carlingford, to arrive
by 27th of month ,
Please note alterations and additions to
Australia.
VLG-8, Melbourne
17 ,800kc, l 6.85m
Now being used in transmissi-on for Western
States of Nth. America from 2 to 2.45
p.m.
VLG-6, Melbot..rne .. .. .. .... .. l 5,230kc, l 9.69m
Also used in parallel with VLG-8, 2 to 2.4:;
p.m.
VLG-9, Melbourne
.. . l l ,900kc 25.21 m
A new tran, mitter used by Dept. of In formation for Nth. America from 2 to 2.45
p.m . (Gillett, Condon).
VLG-3, Melbourne ...... .. .. .. 11,71 Okc, 25 .62m
Time for Western States of Nth America
is now 3.25 p.m . to 4 p.m. Also used) for
New Caledonia I in French ) from 7.25 p.m.
to 8 .2 5 p.m. instead of VLQ-4, Sydney,
7 220kc ., 4 l. 5 5m.
VLN-8, Sydney .... ...... .. .. .. l 0,527kc, 28.5m
Al so a new transmitter heard from 2 to 24.5
p.m . in Dept. of Information programme to
Nth America. !Gillett , Condon!.
VLQ-5 , Sydney ...... .. .. .. ... . 9680kc, 30.99m
For W est e rn States of Nth. America 3.25
to 4 p.m.
VLW-6, W a nneroo ............ 9680kc , 30.99m
From l 1.40 p.m. to 1.55 a.m.

For South East Asia
( in Thai , Malay,
Dutch, French and English ).
VLQ-4, Sydney .... .
7220kc, 4 l.55m
Appears to hove been dlscontinnued.

Ocean.° a:
New Caledon:a:
FK, BAA, Noumea
61 60kc 48. 7 m
One ot the best signals around 6.30 p.m.
English session conducted by American on
some nights. Sign off with "March Lorraine.11 (Perkins I .
Heard with programme in English at 7
io.m. Gave American football scares (Cond~n

I.

Nth American stations held
issue:

over

from

last

KET, Solinas
9480kc, 3 l .65m
3.15 p .m. to 3 a.m. News nearly every
hour
Fair when in parallel with KWID
( 41.38 ) I Condon).
KES-2, Solinas .. .. .. .......... 8930kc, 33.59m
Heard from 9.15 p.m . .in parallel with KWI D
I 41.49) I Condon ).
WJT, New York.. .. .... ....
8810kc, 34-05m
Nice signal at 10 p.m. I Condon I.
WDJ, Hicksville (N.Y.) .. .. .
7565kc, 39.66m
Unreliable signal heard around 6 .45 p.m .
KGEI, San Francisco .... .... 7250kc , 41 .38m
Noon ta 7.35 a.m. This transmitter has
G~~en i'~placed
31.41
I Gillett,
Condon ,
KWID, San Franci sco
7230kc, 4l.49m
9.15 pm. to 12.15 a .m. News every hour
from I 0 p.m. Very good signal <Gillett) .
<Condon).
WLWO, Cinci n nati ....
60 80kc, 49.Sm
Believe schedule is 1.3 0 p.m . to 3 .3 0 p.m .
6040kc , 49.67m
WRUS, Boston
5 p.m . to 9 p.m.

.............

ALL-WAVE ALL-WORLD DI CLUB

Application for Membership
The Secretary,
All-Wave All-World DX Club,
117 Reservoir Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
Dear Sir,
I am very interested in dxing, and am keen ta join your Club .

Name
Address .
I Please print
both plainly l

My set is a .
I enclose herewith the Life Membership fee of 2/ - (Postal Notes or Money
Order I, for which I will rece·ive, post free, a Membership Certificate showing
my Official Club Number . NOTE-Club Badges are not available .

(Signed) ..
1Readers who do not want to mutilate their ca11iea can write out tho details required. I

South America:
Columbia:
HJCX, Bogota
.. . .... 6018kc, 49.85m
R4-5 at l 1.30 p .m . Morse very annoying
I.Perkins).
HJCF, Bogota
.... 6240kc . 48.07m
Mr. Perkins reports on R4-5 signal at l l .30
p.m . (Unlikely to be heard in Sydney at
that hour. -Ed. )
Ecuador:
HCJB, Quito
l 2,460kc , 24.08m
Great strength in news at 9.30 a.m. (Perkins ).
HCJB, Quito
9970kc, 30.09m
Heard in parallel with 24.08 at 9.30 a.m .
( Perkins).
Peru:
OAX5C, I ca
9540kc, 3 l.45m
Slogan, "Las ondas di lea para tad el
!"The waves of lea for all the
pois. "
country. ") Best time Sundays at 5 p.m.
OAX4J, Lima .... .... .... .. . . 9340kc, 32.12m
i'>l ightly at midnight, Sundays at 3 p.m .

THE EAST
China:
FFZ, Shanghai
l 2,608kc, 24.86m
Schedule : 7 .30 p.m. to 1.05 a.m. News 11
p.m . R6 at 9 p.m. (Perkins).
Singapore Radio ... . ...... .. .. .. 12,000kc, 2S-m
English at midnight. Excellent signal (Hallett I. Have heard at 9 a.m. (Condon).
Radio Shanghai
· l l ,970kc, 25 .05m
Every rea son to believe this' is XI RS at
midnight. -Ed. ).
ICIRS, Shanghai
. l l ,980kc, 25.02m
Schedule: 8.30 p.m. to 1.05 a.m. News l 0
p.m . R6 at 8 .45 p.m. !Perkins ). Fair at
11 p.m. !Condon).
ICGOY, Chung king
1 l ,900kc, 25.21 m
Schedule : 8. 15' a .m. to 9 a.m. News 8.30
a.m. 9 p.m. to l 0.30 p.m. News 9 p.m .
R6 at 9 p.m. !Gillett, Perkins).
ICMHA, Shanghai .... ....
1 l ,855kc, 25.3m
7 .30 p.m .. to 1.30 a.m. News. 9.30 p.m. and
12.5 a.rn . Fair 8 .50 I Condon).
XGRS, Shanghai
l l ,680kc, 25.68m
Heard at 9.4 5 a.m. with their first daily
news sessicn in English (Perkins).
Do not know morning schedule , but heard
at night from 7 .30 p.m. to 2.30 a.m. News
9.15 , l 0 .30 and 11.30 p.m.
XGOK, Canton
l 1,650kc, 25.75m
9 p.m. to l a.m. News l l p .m .
XGOA, Chungkin:g
9720kc, 30.86m
6 a.m. to 8a.m . l l p.m, to 2 a .m. News
at l a .m. Very re liable I Gillett).
XGOI, Shanghai
9665kc, 31 .04m
l 0.50 p.m. ta 1.30 a.m. News l l .5 p.m .
Fair I Condon) .
KZRH, Manila
9640kc, 31. l 2m
Si,gnal much better at l 0.30 p.m. (Condon) .
XGOY, Chungking .... .... .. .. 9625kc, 3 l. l 7m
l 0.35 p.m. to 2.30 a.m. News 11.30 p.m.,
12.30 a.m., l a.m., l .30 and 2 a .m . Very
strong 1 1.45 p.m !Gillett)
JQHA, Hongkong
.... 9470kc, 3 l.68m
RS at 9 pm. I.Perkins) .
XL;MA, .... .... .... .... .. .. .. 9370kc, 32.02m
Heard around 11.30 p.m. (Perkins, Gillett).
XPSA, Kweiyang .... .. .. .... 8465kc, 35.44m
l 0 p.m. to 2 a.m. Mr. Perkins is hearing an
R4-5 signal at 9.30 a .m. Mr. Gillett says
excellent .
XGOY, Chungking
5950kc, 50.42m
6 a.m. to 8 a.m .
Portuguese China:
CR8AA, Macao
6250kc, 48.00m
Generally noisy around 10.30 p .m .
French I ndo-China :
Radio Saigan, Saigon
.... l l ,780kc, 25.47m
News l 0.30 p.m . and 2.45 a .m . closes 3

a.m .
Malaya :
Singapore Radio
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12,000kc, 25.00m
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8 p.m. to 1.30 a.m. Another Jap controlled
transmitter.
Dutch East Indies:
l'MC, Batavia .... .... ..
18,135kc, 16.54m
8.30 a.m . to I 0 a.m.; 1 p.m. to 2.30 p.m.;
8 p.m. to 2 a.m. !Japanese controlled I.
Splendid signal at 9.40 a.m. I Perkins, Gil lett!. Dr. Gaden hears them closing at I 0
a.m. with nice signal. Open again at l
p.m. with news. News again at 2 p.m. closing at 2.30 p.m. Night session opens at 8.
Good at I p.m., also heard at I 0 p.m. and
0 .1 some days at 9 a.m. !Condon).
India:
VUD-3, Delhi . . . . .. ..... .. . 15,290kc, 19.62m
5.45 p.m. to 8 .30 p.m. News 6 p.m.
9.30
to 1.1.) 5 p.m. News 11 p.m. Very nice on
opening at 9.30 p.m.
!Gaden). Heard
ctroroly :ate afternoons anci night 1Gillett).
Good to 9.30 I Condon).
VUD-4, Delhi .... .... ..... ... I 1,840kc, 25.34m
11 p.m. to m idnight. News 11 p.m.
VUD-6, De1hi .. .. .... .... 11 , 790kc, 25.45m
9.30 p.m. to midnight, News 11 p.m. We
leave known this station as VUD-3, but Mr.
G.llett rnys correct call sign is VUD - 6 .
VUD-2, Delhi .... .. .. .. ...
9590kc, 3 l.28m
I 0 p .m. to 3.30 a.m. News 11 p.m. and
1.50 a.m. Quite good at midnight !Gillett)
VUD.-4. Delhi ..
....
7260 kc, 4 I .32n;
M :dn1ght to 5 a.m.
VUD-4, Llelhi .. ....
6130kc, 48 .94m
M idnight to 5 a.m.
Philippines:
KZK'1, Manila .. .. . . ..
I I ,600kc, 25.86m
7 p.m. to m:dnight; News 9.30 p.m., I 0.30
p.m. and I 1.30 p.m.
1-'eord irregularly in some prog. as 3 I .12m
But signal not as good.
KZRH, Manila ... . .... .... . ... 9640kc, 3 I .12m
Hemd opening at 8 p.m. with Japanese anthem !Gillett!.
Same £chedule as on 25.86 m.
Thai:
HSP-, Bangkok .. .............. 6060kc, 49.50m
Heard just after 12.30 a.m. But not a good
s'gr.al !Gaden i.
HSP-5, Bangkok ...... ... . I l,715kc, 25.61m
I 0.30 p.m. to I .30 a.m. News I I p.m. and
12.15 a.m.
Voice of Thailand, Ban9kok
7 I 90kc, 4 1. 7 2m
~i~s'J: I 0.22 p.m. but spoilt by morse I PerGREAT BRITAIN
With the exception of, say, 8 a.m. till I
p.m., one or more London transmitters can be

heard r ight round the clock.
GSH, .... ...... , ...... .......... 21,470kc, 13.97m
9.45 p.m. till 2.15 a.m. Heard well durin,;i
l'>lovember IGillettl.
GRQ .... .... .... .... .. .. .... 18,030kc, l 6.64m
9.45 p.m. to 2.15 a.m. News I 0 p.m., mid night and 2 a.m .
GRP .... ,.. . .. .... .... .... 17,890kc, I 6.77m
GS NVow being heard again at IO p.m .
................... 17,810kc, 16.84m
5.45 p.m. to 8.45 p.m.; 9.45 p.m. to 2.15
o.m.; 2.30 a.m. to 5.15 a.m.
GSG .... .... . .. .
17,790kc, 16.86m
IV'.ay be heard around 11 p.m. in some localities.
--,
17,710kc, 16.94m
Heard closing down at 8.45 p.m. Heard
fe~~;n at l 1 p.m. in foreign language I GilGRD
6 p.m.

a.m.

to 8.45 p.m.;

15,440kc, l 9.42m
9.45 p.m. to 12.30

GR·E, London .... .... ... .. .. l 5,390kc, 19.49m
6 p.m. to 8.45 p.m., 11. l.S p.m. to 2' a.m.,
2.30 a.m. to 6 a.m.
GSP, .... .... .... .... .. ..
15,31 Okc, l 9.6m
Pacific £ervice, 4.45 p.m. to 8.45 p.m.;
E•;r~oean Service 9 to 9.30 p.m. I Religious
."~rvice 9.15 p.m.
GSI,
I 5,260kc, 19.66m
9.45 p.m. to
1·5 · o.m.; 2.30 a.m. to 7.4)
a :rn;
GSF
l 5. I 4Gkc, 19.82m
5.30 ;i.m . to 8.45 p.m.; 9.45 p.m. to 2.15
a.m.; 2.45 a.m. t·o 4.25 a.m.
GRF
........ ...... . .... l 2,095kc 24.80m
European Service 4.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m.
GRV
l 2,040kc, 24.92m
GS~.45 p.m. to 7.45 p .m .
I l ,860kc, 25.29m

••ULTIMATE ·' '
features FULL BANDSPREAD
Short-wave stations spread up to sixteen times further apart on the Full Bandspreod Dial! Each Short-wave Ba·nd located on a separate scole. Divisions marked
in megacycles and fractions of a metre. Short-wave stations tuned in as easily
as local stations! Placing and re-logging now simplicity itself! The "ULTl MATE"
Full Bandspread Short-wa·ve Tuning Dial revolutionises Overseas Tuning and Reception! Investigate the new "ULTIMATE" before you decide on a Radio Set.
GEORGE BROWN & CO. PTY. LTD., 267 Clarence Street, Sydr.ey.
·-------------------------------------------~

I

Cut out
this
Coupon
ond post
to-day.

!
1
I

I
I

I
I

Please send me particulars of "ULTIMATE" Full
Receivers as advertised in "Australasian Radio World."

Bandspread

NAME
ADDRESS

......... .R.W

I

.i

( Cc,ntinued on page

25)

Sole Australian Concessionaires:

GEORGE

BROWN & CO. PTY. LTD .. 267 Clarence St., Sydney

Victorian Distributors: J. H. MAGRATH PTY. LTD., 208 Little Lonsdale St ., Melbourne
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PHOTOELECTRIC SYSTEM
CONTROLS TRAFFIC IN
TUNNEL

J. D.MAGRATD

---

REGRETS
that

he

temporarily

is

unable to give his clients

A photoelectric block-signal system
controls the traffic of men and
materials which constantly flows in
both directions in the 13-mile-long
£15,000,000 Continental Divide Tunnel no·w being drilled between Grand
Lake and Estes Park, U.S.A. This tunnel will bring water from the western
slope of the Continental Divide to the
eastern side, where it will be used
for irrigation and the production of
electric power.

the prompt, comprehensive
service they are

The trains in the tunnel travel on
a 24-inch gauge single track with
passing tracks at convenient intervals.
The signal system indicates to train
crews the presence of a train in the
next section of the tunnel. This prevents accidents and reduces waiting
time at passing tracks.

used to

from this progressive house.
Defence

requirements are

absorbing the bulk of our
restricted
to

supplies,

more speedily

Victory,

and

trading

as

achieve

lead

r e s u m p t io n
pleasant

so

of

to

a

our

relations

with you

BUT KEEP MAGRATH IN MIND
FOR-Marquis Moulded Products.
-Brittanie Radio Parts.
-Aegis Power Trans., Kits, etc.
-University Test Equipment.
-Western Cabinets.

And our address
208 LITTLE LONSDALE STREET, MELBOURNE
Phones: Cent, 3688 and 4414
Page 24

Because the accumulation of water
and dirt around switches connected to
the rails would impair the efficiency
of the signal system and thus cause
added expense and delay, and because
electric currents in the rails might
cause premature ignition of blasting charges, a signal system without
mechanical or electrical switches connected to the rails: was required. The
track, therefore, was divided into
blocks of about 6,000 feet, each block
ending wherever a turnout occurs for
passing. At the beginning and end of
each block were placed two photoelectric relays spaced about 30 feet
apart, which control the operation of
red and green signals lights in that
block. Each relay has two light sources
located across the track and spaced
about 15 feet apart, so that only a
locomotive or train can operate the
lights.
All green lights are on when the
track in a block is clear. When a
train or locomotive enters the block
and interrupts the light beams directed on the first relay, there is no
reaction, since this relay controls the
already lighted green rights When
the light beams directed on the second relay are interrupted, however,
the green lights are extinguished, and
the red lights turned on. The reverse
happens when the train emerges from
the other end of the block.
This is said to be longest tunnel in
the wo-rld protected by photoelectric
bl'ock signals. The signal system was
designed by the General E lectric Company
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LOGGINGS

tisc

(Continued)

languages); 8.15 a.m. to 3.45 p.m.
GSB . .. .... .... .... .... ... . 951 Okc, 3 l.55m
4.45 p.m. to 8.45 p.m.; 9.45 p.m. to l l
p.rn.; 12.30 a.m. to 2.15 a.m. 2.30 a.m.
to 8 a.m.
GRU
9450kc, 3 l .75m
4.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m.
GRI
9515kc, 3l.86m

2.30 a.m. to 8 a.m . Very good signal at
breakfast time.
GSN, ........................ l l ,820kc, 25.38m
11.30 p.m. to 2.30 a.m. !European service)
6 o.m. to 7.45 o.m.
GSD
l l ,750kc, 25.53m
4.45 p.m. to 5.45 p.m.; 9.45 p.m. to l l p.m .;
2.30 o.m. to 7.45 a.m.
GRG,
... 1 l ,680kc, 25.68m
4.45 p.m. to 8.45 p.m.; 6 a.m. to 7.45
a.m.; 8. l 5 a.m. to 3.45 p.m.

sv· L

o+ ·w·o OE"5 '.·w·d OE"5
w5z· 1E 'J>J0096
.... .
·w·o 6 o+
OE"Z o+·w·d OE" I I '.·w·d OE"6
W96"0E 'J>J0696 ..
.

I ·oE·s Ja+JD -'1>p1nb
·w·o s1·s '.·w·d sv·L

5VE 01
WE5"0E 'J>J5Z86

o+ ·w·d 5v·v
.. ....
AH!)
·w·o E '.·w·o
o+ -w·d OE"v

XH!:>
sapoj 1 ·w·d
01 ·w·d sv·b

a.m.; 8 a.m. to 9.45 a.m.

HH!)

FOR

. "!i'5okc, 4 l.96ti'I
4.:iO p.m. to 9.30 p.m.
GRM
7 l 25kc, 42. l l m
I .4 5 p.m. to 3.45 p.m .
GRS,
7065kc, 42.46m
4.45 p.m. to 7.45 p.m.; 2 p.m. to 3.45 p.rr ..
GRN
6l 94kc, 48.43m
r:uropean service 4.30 p.m. to 9 .30 p.m.;
8.15. a.m. to 3.45 p.m. I U.S.A.) .
GRO
6 l 80kc, 48.54m

9580kc, 3 i .32m Giff,

European service 3a.m. to 9 a.m .

(foreign

Don't think in use at present.

GRJ .... . .. .... ... . ....
.. 7320kc, 40.98m
2.30 a.m. to 9.45 a.m. in European service)
3 a.m. to 9a.m. in foreign languages.

GSU

7260kc, 4 l.32m

Heard a ro und 3 a.m

in Polish.

GSW

7 ,230kc, 41 .49m

European service

3

G.m.

to 9a.m.

GRK
7 l 85kc, 4 l .75m
Home service, but often audible here early
mornings and again late afternoon.
(Perkins I.

Do not think in use at present.

GRW

6 l 40kc, 48.86m

Do not think in use at present.

GSL, .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . 61 l Okc, 49. l Om
European Service: 4.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m.
and 3 a.m. to 9 a.m. North America: 9.45
a.101. to 3.45 p.m.
GRR ....
. .... . ..
6080kc, 49.34m
Home service: 4.30 p.m. to 9 p.m.; 3 a.m.
to 7 a.m.
GSA
.... .... 6050kc, 49.59rn
European service: 4.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m.;
3 a.m. to 9 a.m. I foreign languages)

BEST RESULTS

---SENSITIVITY

- s ELECT I V I T Y RELIABILITY---

USE ONLY MULLARD
THE CHOICE OF BRITAIN'S
BETTER RADIO MANUFACTURERS I

AND AUSTRAl/A'S TOO.'

d
II
u ar UDH>YAIR
THE

Mullard-Australia Pty. Ltd., 367-371 Kent Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
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MASTER
Telephone: MJ 4688
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SPEEDY QUERY SERVICE

DUAL-WAVE

SEf

(Continued from page 6)

Conducted under the personal supervision of A. G. HULL
J.H.L. (Gulgong) is troubled with interference noise from a petrol driven
engine.
A-It is easiest to deal with the
trouble at the origin rather than to do
anything with the set. Apart from keeping the aerial as· far away from the engine as possible there is little you can
do at the receiving end. At the engine
itself, however, you can put a resistor
in the spark plug lead ( S0,000 ohms,
or so), which should not affect the performance of the engine; also a condenser
across the points. Perhaps most effective
of all is to shield the engine with metal
or build a tin shed right arou11d it. Wire
gauze is effective as a shield, so you
may be able to construct a sort of "meat
safe" box to go right around it, earthing
the wire mesh effectively.

*

*

P.L.K. (King's Cross) osks whether it
would be possible to get a receiver to give
guaranteed results from New Zealand
stotions during the afternoon.
1\.--·Nc, we don't think you have a
chance of getting anyone to make such
a promise, It might be possible on certain days, and in regard to certain stations, but only a test in the actual receiving location cou Id give you facts
about results. Modern sets are so sensitive that it is seldom the fau It of the
set which limits the range; more the atmospheric conditions, the level of local
noise, and the actua I strength of the
signal which you are attempting to receive. If this signal strength is much
below the strength of the general noise
level, no amount of overall amplification is going to bring it out into the
clear.

*

*

*

should not be far more popular in its
application to circuits of all types.
Owing to the loading effect of the
diode on the secondary of the second
J.f. transformer, the selectivity of
this unit is not high, but if a still
greater degree of high-fidelity is required it is a simple matter to ar•range to switch in a resistor of 50,000
ohms to shunt the secondary of the
r.f. transformer, not interfering with
the a.v.c. arrangements in any way.
There is no need to· broaden the tuning of the aerial stage as this is already loaded by the aerial itself."
Further >Details

Anyone wanting- further details of
this set should make an appointment
to have their teeth extracted by Mr.
Hunt at his surgery. Doubtless he
will be pleased to explain minor
points between injections!

pro~~~d~· of(~bi;:~~~~g :n~~!~e:e ~:rou: wh~t~~r i:ci~";;s;ib~~· to V~~~ a q~e;;:;

·
transmitter to experiment with radiocontrolled boats.
A-We doubt if you will receive any
encouragement, but the only sure way
ta find out would be to see the Radio
Inspector at the G.P.O.
The field opens up plenty of scope
for experimenting, but we have an idea
that plenty of thought has already gone
into the matter from research worker~
with ample opportunities for experimenting.

John W. Straede
B.Sc., A.M.l.R.E. (Aust.)
RADIO ENGINEER

For advice on Electronics,
Sound System Engineering,
and Radio Receiver Design
Available by appointment
only.
1<

7 Adeline Street,
Preston, Vic.
Phone: JU 1814
Problems will not be discussed over the 'phone.
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code ta•pe machine for teaching the code.
A-No; so far as we know these are
not available in Australia, although, as
you say, they appear ta sell in thousands
in the United States. We agree that it
is surprising that no one has done anything about putting them on the market
here, as they must be a fairly simple
sort of thing to make.

*

*

A.N. (Lindfield) enquires as to recommended equipment for radio testing
and service.
A-There is no limit ta the laboratory
equipment you could use; but most goad
men can get by with just a multi-meter
and a service oscillator. ·we once heard
a world-famous scientist remark that
most radio men seem ta use their brains
in inverse proportion to the amount of
laboratory gea,r on hand, That was at
the Philips factory in Holland, where they
had plenty of gear, tao! However, there
is nothing like a little extra gear to take
an interest in, and the usu a I way is
far a man to start with the above couple
of instruments and then proceed to devote his spare time to building up a
universal speaker panel, a complete
valve tester, signal tracer equipment, and
so on as time goes by, until eventually
he has everything he can want.

*
G.K. ( Kerang) asks whether the type
59 valve is difficult to obtain.
A-Like all imported types of valves
the 59 is not easy to obtain at the moment, although not quite as difficult as
some. There were a great many type 59
imported a few years ago and they were
not particularly popular with set manufacturers, so there should be a few still
around. The difficulty will be to find
them.

T.G. (Bathurst) enquires about back
numbers.
A-Yes, we have a fairly comprehensive stock of back numbe:rs available at
6d. each, post free, or 5'/- per dozen.
Ai few of the 1936 and 1937 issues are
not now available, but most of the others
you 'mention can be supplied. The issue
of July, 1940, is a'nother which is out
of stock.

*

*

*

*

*

*

H.R. (Bronte) has a broken-down
radio set to fix.
A-It would be quite impossible to
give vou full details of how to proceed
with the problem. Since about 90 per
cent. of our breakdowns cl.re due to
valves, we suggest that the first step is
to have these items tested.
J.A. (East St. Ki Ida) wants to build
or buy a "Communication 9", or other
receiver with exceptional performance in
the matter of reception of overseas
broadcasts.
A-We don't think that you have
the slightest hope of being able to buy
a suitable coil kit fa1'· this receiver, and
as the kits are not available it is unlikely that you will be able to find anyone prepared to build up this receiver
for you. Likewise, other communicationstype receivers with exceptional performance are hard to find. You might advertise for a second-hand model of the
"Communications 9", but we can't imagine that there are likely to be ooy of
them available. Perhaps your best bet
wou Id be to advertise for a good second hand "Ultimate" receiver. These
sets have a particularly effective shortwave band. Thousands of them are in
service, and so it should not be difficult
to find one available.
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With a single 750T in the final stage and a pair of
250T's as modulators this station puts 1200 watts on
the antenna. Operated by remote control on four frequencies using phone, CW and ICW.
The transmitter was constructed by Maya Rebello
& Comp. of Rio de Janeiro and employs Eimac RX 21
rectifier tubes as well as Eimac vacuum tank condensers in the final circuit. The design and construction
does credit to its makers and the use of Eimac Tubes in
the most imponant sockets is convincing evidence of
their superiority and posit_jon ·.in the world of radio.

i -- --1'.

To/low the Leaders to

I

Export A~ents : - - - - - - - - -

FRAZAR & CO., LTD.
Photos from top to bottom shou• a rea r i·ieu•.of Iran>
mitte_r the remote control and a front view ofthe tr7111S·
miller conslructed by Maya Rebello & Comp, of Rio rle
Janeiro for the Brazilian army

30 1 Clay St., San Francis_co, California, U.S.A. • Cable " Frazar"

1

Export Agents: Frazar & Co., ltd., 301 Clay Street, San Franci1co, California, U. S. A.
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Nq 621.38405 AUS

3: Trained Radia Service E 9ineers are wanted t k n

:~e Naftion's sets working e-:~
ime o

emergency.

'

Radio is ca'lling for ambitious men with some Radio
training. There's a ra·dio job waiting for you in industry
or the fighting forces. It's a• man-sized job which will enable you to serve your country now, and offers you a
career when the war is over.
You can quickly fit yourself to take up radio engineering
work. No previous knowledge is required-you learn at
home or in the modern A.R.C, workshops. It costs little

1

M 6391

Phones:
and M 6392

MAIL

Printed by the Bridge Printery, 117 Reservoir St., Sydney,

(less than the average fellow spends on tobacco each
week) -you sta•rt immediately, and only ordinary education is required.
Get the latest information on this amazing course of
training. Send the passport below for free A.R.C. book
"Careers in Radio and Television." Read all about the
important jobs YOU C!Jn fill, once you are trained.

